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ABSTRACT

POLYMER NEMATIC LIQUID CRYSTALS:
DISCLINATION STRUCTURE AND INTERACTION

SEPTEMBER

1990

STEVEN D. HUDSON, B.S., CORNELL UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Ph.D.,

Directed by: Professor

Edwin L.Thomas

Dischnations and inversion walls in the director
crystal polymers (TLCP's) are

field of

nematic thermotropic liquid

imaged at high resolution using the lamellar decoration

technique of Wood and Thomas. The utility of the lamellar decoration technique has also

been greatly extended by using an etch and repUcation technique

to

image the director in

sections of a bvdk sample.

The

interaction of disclinations in the presence of an applied magnetic or extensional

flow field which tends to ahgn the director

the dischnation separation

is

comparable

distortions, pairwise interaction

observed to form. The apphed

is

studied.

At intermediate

field strengths,

where

to the characteristic length for director field

no longer dominates, but clusters of dischnations are

field

suppresses fluctuations of the dischnation positions

which increase the topological dipole moment

of a cluster while

enhancing those that

preserve zero dipole. The apphed field tends to minimize the long range distortional energy

which

is

proportional to the square of the dipole moment. As a result, quadrupolar

(Lehmann)

clusters of dischnations are

commonly observed

in either magnetically or

extensionally flow ahgned samples.

Many-bodied interaction of dischnations in the absence of an applied
via computer simulation,

The structure

and the

field is

studied

results agree favorably with recent experimental work.

of the cores of dischnations has been observed.

order of a few molecular lengths, and

its

The

core size is on the

structure depends upon polymer architecture.

V

A

rigid

polymer splays more within the core

ends aggregates.

of a

k wedge discHnation, and an excess of chain

A semi-flexible polymer, in contrast, bends more within the core.

Hairpins

are not thoxight to be abundant in the semi-flexible TLCP.

The morphology

of the

TLCP semi-crystalHne

state has also

been examined.

It is

observed to depend upon the relative primary crystal nucleation and crystal growth rates.

The lamellar decoration morphology, where the crystalhne lamellae are everywhere
perpendicular to the director of the precursor nematic,
slow growth. This morphology

is

xmique

to

is

favored by rapid nucleation and

TLCP's, but other morphologies are possible.

Spherulites have also been grown from the nematic melt. Their growth
nucleation and rapid growth.

vi

is

favored by slow
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION TO LIQUID CRYSTAL TEXTURES

1.1 Definition

and importance of director as elucidated by an application

The macroscopic structure

The engineer

engineer.

of nematic liquid crystals intrigues both physicist

creates novel optical devices

and

and utihzes unusual flow behavior

[Windle, 1988]. The physicist enjoys the wealth of structures, topology, instabihties, phase
transitions,

and defect mediated processes [Kleman,

the physicist.

By way

of introduction

application to motivate

and

I

would

like to discuss a

work

I

primarily address

most important

practical

to define terms.

Liquid crystal displays (LCD's) are finding
thickness,

1989]. In this

and low power consumption [Baur,

many apphcations due

1982]. Their structure

to their contrast,

and operation serve

introduce us to some of the features of hquid crystal physics. Liquid crystal material

placed between two transparent electrodes. The orientation of the rodhke molecules

manipulated by surface preparation and

electric fields.

molecules the optical properties of the display

One
refers to the

of the

may be

most popular types of LCD's

symmetry

nematic phase, are

is

of the molecular structure.

locally aligned with uniaxial

By

to

is

may be

controlling the orientation of the

controlled.

the twisted nematic. The term nematic

Rodhke molecules which comprise the

symmetry. The direction of orientation

is

described by a imit vector called the director. In the absence of torques acting on the
director,

a macroscopic sample

is

uniformly aligned. Nematic liquid crystals have truly long

range orientational order. Variation of the director with position, however,
principle interest

and very

is

both of

easily obtained.

These rodhke molecules may be small molecules or any of various polymers made
from smaller segments.
butylaniline

(MBBA),

is

An example

of a rodlike molecule, p-methoxybenzyhdene-p-

shown below.

2

The two aromatic

rings linked via the carbon-nitrogen double bond form the rigid imit, while

the ends are flexible to promote a fluid phase. There are a myriad of other low molecular

weight compounds which form nematic phases, and nearly as

been synthesized. Rodlike segments may be hnked together

many polymer nematics have

to

make

a rigid liquid crystal

polymer. Semi-flexible main-chain hquid crystal polymers are prepared by linking small
rigid

segments (similar

The

segments

rigid

to

may

MBBA) end-to-end

with segments which permit some

also be attached as side groups on a flexible

backbone

flexibility.

to

form a side

chain LCP. Side chain LCP's have properties most similar to the low molecular weight
materials. In chapter

5,

the effect of polymer stiffness on material properties

The nematic phase may be characterized by a
quahty of local alignment about the
= 3/2 <(Pi-n)2>

s

where the orientation

-

1/2

of each

local order

nematics,

is

s

(1.1)

,

ngid

unit, p^,

with respect

-

to the director, n, is averaged.

is

The

uniform. The order
s

=

1.

For typical

0.8.

The nematic phase is thermodynamically
first

parameter measuring the

zero in the isotropic phase, and for perfect alignment,

- 0.6

observed.

director:

brackets denote an average over a volume in which the director

parameter

is

order transition to an isotropic

flxiid

stable.

will occur.

If

the nematic material

is

heated a

coohng, the nematic material will

Upon

transform to at least one of the following: any of several higher ordered hquid crystalhne
phases, a crystal phase, or a non-eqmlibriimi glassy phase.

behavior

is

removing

said to be thermotropic. These phase changes

solvent; such materials are lyotropic.

A material with this thermal

may

also be effected by adding or

3

Returning

to the

example of the twisted nematic

display, the liquid ciystal is

confined between two parallel surfaces. The surfaces are treated such that the director

is

parallel to the surfaces, with the director at one surface rotated perpendicular to that on
the

The

other.

director rotates smoothly through 90 degrees as

1982]. Because the direction of

the director, such a

when
light

cell will

maximimi

in figure 1.1(a) [Baxir,

polarizability of the material

readily rotate plane polarized light. This

placed between crossed polars.

makes

shown

A mirror is

placed behind the

is

coincident with

cell is

cell,

transparent

and the

reflected

the area appear white.

a = a

4

CZD
a

stf

0

CD

^

FIELD

a

3j

90

Q
CD

a

CD
a

s9

a

-

r

-

V

(b)

(a)

Figure

1.1

0

8
^

(9

(c)

Twisted nematic liquid crystal display [Baur, 1982]. The orientation of the

director within a pixel is

shown

director with respect to the field

and p

is

a is

the angle of the
the angle with respect to the normal to the

for various field strengths,

paper, (a) No appHed field, (b) Intermediate field, (c) Large
layer thickness near the surface decreases with field strength.

field.

The boundary

4

On

the siirfaces of a twisted nematic display

When

the field

The orientation

1.1(b).

is

on, the director

1.1(c)).

When

is

an

electric field

ahgns along the appUed

no net orientation normal

the field in a pixel

is

field direction

become thin as the

field

Because the symmetry of the nematic

off again,

m figure

boxmdary layers in

to the director), the cell does not rotate

turned

A

to the

shown

as

field,

electrodes.

normal

In this case, the director in the bulk of the film

direction of propagation of the light.

there

of

at the surfaces remains undisturbed, but the

which the director rotates towards the
increased (see figure

an array of transparent

made dark with apphcation

pixel of the display is easily

surfaces.

is

strength

is

is

is

parallel to the

uniaxial

hght and

is

(i.e.

dark.

the surfaces reestabhsh the transparent twisted

structure.

An

important application of polymer liquid crystals

from a liquid crystal solution. The

local

is

high strength fibers drawn

alignment in the nematic plays a major role in

achieving highly aligned fibers. In this case, elongational flow during drawing acts similarly
as an electric field to

ahgn the

director.

Because of the importance the director
imderstanding of director

field

has on the material's behavior, our basic

and

field features, their origins

interactions, will be reviewed in

this introductory chapter.

As we have seen from the example above, the
factors: material properties, surfaces,

director field

theory of LC
[1976],

may be
s

fields,

and

flow.

Given

these factors the

has been developed and explained by Oseen [1933], Frank [1958], Ericksen

and de Gennes [1974]. The theory adequately describes

1.2 Elastic free

The

all of

by many

determined by minimizing the free energy. The continuum hydrostatic

The following brief review

The

apphed

director field is influenced

static distortions in LC's.

follows de Gennes' development.

energy and distortions in the director

field

throughout space.
director, a unit vector field, n(r), in general varies its direction

distortional free energy density per unit volume,

g, is

a function of Vn, and for a nematic

5

g=0 when Vn=0,

i.e.

when

the orientation of the director

is iiniform.

distortions in the director field are very small on a molecular scale,

some molecular dimension. Using
g = f(Vn) + f((Vn)2) +

The

free energy density

nematic phase
rotation

is

this assumption,

we may expand

We assume that the
i.e.

aVn«l

where a

g in powers of Vn.

...

(1^2)

must be independent

uniaxial, apolar,

is

of coordinate transformations.

Because the

and centrosymmetric, g should be invariant

and inversion operations. This requires g

to

have no odd powers

of

to

both

Vn. To a good

approximation, g vnll contain only (Vn)^ terms.

There are only three independent modes of distortion of a hquid crystal-splay,

and bend. Each of these three modes

energy density.

will contribute to the

Now let us

consider a local coordinate system to illustrate the three terms which exist; see

Z

X

2

Bends

Figure 1.2 Three modes of elastic distortion [Frank, 1958].

twist,

figxire 1.2.

6

The

2 axis is

Splay

is

where

i

taken

to

divergence of the director,

and j are not equal. Twist

described

i.e.

is

when

the director, n-Vxn, while bend

if Xj is

perpendicular to n, and bend

is

n-Vxn =

driy/dx

-

nxVxn = dn^dz +
The resulting expression

component

is

of the curl of

the perpendicular component, nxVxn.

dn^dx + dny/dy

=

splay

3n^dy

(1.3)

twist

duy/dz

bend

for the free

energy density

g = 1/2 kii(V-n)2 + 1/2 k22(n-Vxn)2 +

where k^ are

Twist and bend are described by derivatives

i=j.

described

consists of derivatives dn^/dx^.

parallel to n. Consequently, twist is the parallel

if Xj is

Vn

Vn

be coincident with the director.

elasticity-type coefficients

1/2

is

[Frank, 1958]:

kggdixVxn)^

which are a measure

(1.4)

,

of the energetic penalty that

the system must pay for each of the three types of distortion.

For typical nematics, these constants are approximately

10"^

dynes [Zheng-Min and

Kleman, 1984]. The bend and splay constant are approximately equal and the twist constant
is

typically about half the other two. For convenience of discussion,

when

all

we now

three are equivalent. In this case, the free energy density reduces

consider the case
to:

g = l/2k(Vn)2.

To find the

(1.5)

director field, the total free energy

Consider

first

two dimensional director

the present discussion, but
films

where the director

field is three

is

is

it

minimized.

fields.

This consideration not only simphfies

also is describes well our experimental observations of thin

confined to he in the plane of the film. In general, the director

dimensional, and

we

will

extend our discussion at various points

to three

dimensions.
In two dimensions the director has the form:

n
and the

=

cos(t) i

i^-^)

+sin<j)j,

director has only one degree of fi-eedom,

which minimizes the

total free

energy

is

(|).

The Euler-Lagrange

the Laplacian of

<t).

differential equation

7

V2(|)

=0

The

free energy expression

.

(1.7)

which we have

so far developed

depends only on the

gradients of the director field and not on the specific orientation of the director. Because of
this,

the nematic or molecular

field,

as

it is called,

always tends

to disperse distortions in the

director field. These fluids have truly long range orientational order. In the next section

I

describe the features of the director field which are a natural consequence of the elastic free

energy expression developed in this section.

1.3 Disclinations

1.3.1 Director field of disclinations

Follovdng the development above, the director

There are no dimensions of length in

satisfy the Laplacian.

a length to the problem, the only solution to this

is

<l)

=

ae +

(1.8)

p.

This solution corresponds to a rotational defect in the director
constant

must

this differential equation. Therefore, in the absence of

any boundary conditions which may impose
equation

field, ^(r),

a is chosen

to

make

field called

the solution single valued. Because

n=

a dischnation. The

-n, this condition leads

to the follovdng:

(l)(e+27c)

oc27c

where

n,

- (l)(e)

= nn

=

nrc

,

(1.9)

or

,

the Frank index,

may be any integer

[Frank, 1958].

a=

n/2 =

strength or topological charge of the defect. Sometimes the strength

Various strength dischnations are shown in figure

number

1.3.

is

called the

referred to as nn.

The strength corresponds

of rotations of that the director experiences on a path, called a

circuit, that encloses

s is

to the

Frank-Nabarro

the dischnation. In two dimensions, dischnations are singular points.

In three dimensions, dischnations are hnes along which the director
optical microscope, these lines often

is

singular. In the

appear as dark threads because they scatter Ught.

8

Figure 1.3 Disclination director
1986].

The integration

constant, C, in

figure without distorting

These characteristic

fields of varioiis strength
all

[Chandrasekhar and Ranganath,

cases except for

=

s

1,

simply rotates the

it.

defects, in fact, give the

nematic phase

its

name. Nematic comes from

the Greek word, ve|xatoa, meaning thread [Friedel, 1922].

The energy

of a dischnation is proportional to its length. Because of this, the

a tension associated with

it.

In thin films, to minimize the length of dischnation hnes,

disclinations are perpendicular to the film surface.

two dimensional because
Because the

of disclinations

(t)

The

= I

it is

The three dimensional structure appears

invariant through the thickness of the film.

differential equation for the director field is hnear, a

many dischnations is

Hne has

described by superposition of solutions.

The

sample containing

director field of

an array

is:

n^/2 tan-l((y-yi)/(x-x))

director field

is

+

(t)^

(1.10)

.

determined by dischnation types and positions

only.

The texture may be

described by the dischnation density or separation which provides an appropriate length
scale.

9

1.3.2 Interaction of disclinations

The

free energy of the director field described

using the free energy expression (equation

1.5).

by eqxiation 1.10 can be calculated

Using these two equations

calculate the interaction between dischnations. Their interaction

dimensional electrostatics,

i.e.

another

When
I

is

The

force

possible to

analogous to two

is directly

parallel infinite charged wires [Nehring

like-signed disclinations repel while opposites attract.

it is

and Saupe,

1972]. So

on a disclination due

to

inversely proportional to their separation and along the hne of their separation.

two disclinations of equal and opposite strength converge they annihilate one another.

will describe disclination interaction

constants are not

all equal,

more

fully in

chapter

Note that

4.

if

the elastic

the energy of a pair of disclinations will be dependent upon the

orientation of the pair with respect to the orientation of the director near the pair

[Chandrasekhar and Ranganath, 1986]. In
another

1.3.3

is

this case, the force

on a disclination due

to

not in general along the line of separation.

Topology of dischnations

The topology

an order parameter space [Mermin,
of n. In

may be

of different structures

two dimensions

all

1979].

determined by mapping the director onto

The order parameter space

is all

available values

possible n's trace a unit circle. Figure 1.4(a) shows a

mapping

of

a contour in real space to a mapping in order parameter space. To characterize the topology
of a discHnation, the contour in real space

shown

in figure 1.4(b). This contour is

is

simply a loop enclosing the dischnation, as

commonly

called a

Frank-Nabarro

circuit or

more

generally a Burger's circuit [Harris, 1977]. For any circuit in real space, the corresponding

contour in order parameter space
order parameter space. The

may or may not wind around

number

of windings determines the

charge while the relative direction of the winding determines
for a particular defect is

the circle which defines the

independent of the

magnitude of the

its sign.

The

topological

topological charge

specific real space contour (square, elHpse, etc.)

10

6<)
Figure

A general

contour shown in real
space on the left with its corresponding order parameter space contour on the right,
Escape of a 27r
(b) A Frank-Nabarro circuit characterizing a n dischnation. (c)
discUnation in the third dimension, (d) Transformation of a tt disclination into a -k

1.4 Topological characterization of disclinations. (a)

dischnation.
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or of the different relative

chapter

amounts

of splay, twist or

bend distortions

(as will be discussed in

5).

The question
arguments.

of the stabiUty of a structure

A more complete

consider whether a structure

may be

addressed with topological

analysis includes investigation of the energy as well. To
is

topologically stable

it is

instructive to consider the contour in

order parameter space to be an elastic band stretched over a sHck surface. The surface
circle in

two dimensions and a sphere

then the structure

is topologically

in three dimensions. If the

a point. In

fact,

any

The number

circle.

disclination (topological charge =

A contour wound aroimd

dimensions.

a

to a point

unstable. For a k dischnation, the contour ends at

diametrically opposite points on the order parameter
to

band can shrink

is

two times

This contour can not be shrunk

n7c) is

topologically stable in two

always be wound around two times.

will

of windings of the order parameter space contour can not be distorted

number

into a contour with a different

of windings.

An

implication of this

that a single

is

disclination can not simply disappear, for example to the lower energy uniformly oriented
state.

Because the topological strength

is

conserved,

when two

disclinations

topological state is created having a topological strength equal to the
states.

sum

merge

of the

new

a

two parent

Equal and opposite strength dischnations therefore annihilate one another

to

form a

imiformly oriented region.

Each

of the dischnations are also energetically stable; however, their energy

proportional to their strength squared. Therefore

±7C

disclinations are the

is

most Hkely.

Typical optical microscopy observations of thin films of small molecule hquid crystals,

approximately l-10|im thick, show
of ±271 dischnations.
for the

±2n

As Frank

disclinations.

The

many ±7C dischnations

but also an inordinate abundance

[1958] correctly postulated, this

is

due

to a

lower core energy

difference in core energy results from the defects' topology in

three dimensions.

In three dimensions, the dischnation

parameter space

is

no longer a

circle

is

no longer a point but a

but a sphere which has profound

line,

and the order

effects

on the stabihty

12

and

distinction

between

defects. Defects

having an even Frank index are no longer

the contour in order parameter space for a 2k discHnation

shown

equator, as
ball),

the loop

in figure 1.4(c) (imagine again

may shp upwards and

parameter space corresponds
termed escape
even index

[Brinkman and

a loop around

its

band stretched around a shck

A point in order

shrink to a point at the pole.

uniform aHgnment of the director. This process has been

to

In fact, the

I

I

disclination

is

same process can occur with any

the only topologically stable defect

Cladis, 1982].

Even index

the case of a

elastic

in the third dimension' [Meyer, 1972]. This

defect.

Meyer was the

an

is initially

stable. If

defects do occur, however, because of certain constraints on the director.

first to

27t

describe the 'escaped' structure of an even index defect.

disclination along the axis of a capillary tube.

the tube wall produce a

2tc

The boundary

He

considered

conditions at

dischnation along the tube axis. The director near the core

escapes and ahgns along the dischnation hne. Because this non-singular discHnation core
structure

is less

energetic,

sometimes favorable

it is

combine together so that they may share the same
Although

±71

two odd index disclinations

to

less energetic core.

defects turn out to be topologically stable in three dimensions, they too

are profoundly affected.
disclination.

for

Any

contour of an odd index defect

Even a counterclockwise contour

of a

-7t

tc

disclination into a

-7t

reduced

may be

disclination

opposite side of the sphere to create a clockwise contour as

shows the transformation of a

may be

shown

to

a

tt

slipped over to the

in figure 1.4(d). Figure 1.5

discHnation by the uniform rotation of

the director at each point. This process corresponds to sHpping the contour to the other side
of the sphere. Since discHnations of opposite sign

discHnation
is

is its

own

anti particle! This

is

may

another

annihilate one another, a

way

of saying that the

I

2n

I

tc

discHnation

unstable.

Another way

to

visuaHze this property

a loop, as shown in figure

may only end upon

1.6.

themselves

is to

see that a

1

7C

I

discHnation

may appear as

Conservation of topological charge dictates that discHnations
(loops),

on other discHnations, or at surfaces. The character

13

of a disclination changes, however, as the disdination changes its orientation
with respect to

the axis about which the director rotates. The rotation of the director experienced
during a

Frank-Nabarro

circuit is defined as a vector, Q,

whose orientation defines the

which the director has rotated and whose magnitude {nn)

and

n are parallel,

the disclination

perpendicular, the disclination
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Figure

discHnations are topologically equivalent. Although n = -n, the director is
shown as a pin to guide the eye in seeing director rotation. In figxares (a) through (i)
the director at each point in the fluid is rotated about the axis shown in (a). As the
is
director is rotated the character of the dischnation changes. In (a) the dischnation
shown
a rc wedge, and in (i) it is a -ti wedge dischnation. When the rotation is 90°, as
in (e), the disclination has pure twist character.

1.5 All

1

7C

I

14

disclination changes its character as it changes its
orientation with respect to Q. Order space maps are shown for different character

Figure 1.6

A

\k

\

disclination loop.

disclination lines.

The

15

disclination loops, the angle

between

continuoiasly changes from a k

wedge

L and

changes and the character of the discHnation

wedge discHnation, through a

I

rc

I

twist discHnation, to a

-t:

disclination.

In the above two sections

we have

seen that nematic

liqxiid crystals

may have a

simply described director texture. Characteristic thread-Hke defects caUed discHnations
result from the nature of the distortional free energy

nematic phase. In the case of equal
disclination positions only.

and from the imiaxial symmetry of the

elastic constants, the director field is

The texture may be described by the

determined by

disclination density or

separation which provides a convenient length scale.

1.4 Orienting influences

Surfaces, magnetic and electric fields, and flow

these effect the free energy density expression in their
is

all

may

Each

orient the director.

own way. In

general, the free energy

no longer simply a function of the gradients of the director but also of the director

1.4.1

of

itself.

Surfaces

Only the orientation dependent, or anisotropic, part of the surface tension
texture of the sample. The surface tension

with a surfactant

to

may be made

affects the

anisotropic by treating the surface

promote normal boundary conditions or by rubbing the surface

to

promote tangential boundary conditions with a preferred orientation. The surface tension

may be modeled
Y = A/2

where

is

as

sin2((t>-(|)3)

the preferred orientation at the surface.

g = [k(Vn)2 +

where the surface
Hquid

(1-11)

.

is

5(z)Asin2((t>.())g)y2

at z =

0.

must however

(1-12)

Laplace's equation

satisfy the

free energy density is therefore

,

crystal, so the solutions are the similar

solutions

The

must

and

still

be solved in the volume of the

distortions are

new boundary condition.

still

If the

dispersed.

The

boundary conditions are

16

strong, such that the orientation at the surface

image solution

is

very nearly

the surface introduces an

of the dischnation [de Gennes, 1974]. Therefore dischnations are repelled

from a surface. Figure 1.7 shows a dischnation near one and two surfaces.
If,

however, the dischnation

energy at the surface
to the surface

The

solution

<t)

=

and

is

<t)s

is

is

is

near enough

to the surface that the distortional

strong compared to the surface energy, the dischnation

is

attracted

bound. The core of the dischnation moves outside the surface entirely.

[Meyer, 1973]:

+ tan-l[(z+z^)/x]

where the dischnation appears

(1.13)

,

to

be at x =

0,

Zq

=

would be at

Typical values of

'

lOnm. Dischnations bound at a surface must overcome an activation barrier

least

Near the

isotropization temperature, the value of z^

to detach.

and the activation barrier decrease,

allowing dischnations to detach.

1.4.2 Electric

An

and magnetic

electric or

fields

magnetic

field orients

hquid crystals due

polarizabihty or diamagnetic susceptibiUty. If the anisotropy

tends to orient the induced dipole which

behaves similarly because the induced

when

the molecular axis

is

fields the order

ahgned because

ahgn

its

parameter

field,

which opposes the apphed

of cooperativity.

an

only lO'^.

electric field

A magnetic field

field, is

The anisotropy, however,

may be ahgned in

may be

is positive,

largest along the molecular axis.

parallel to the field.

only a tiny fraction of the molecules

apphed

is

to their anisotropic

is

weakest

very weak and

the isotropic state. For very strong

The nematic phase, however,

Alignment of one molecule along the

field

is

easily

tends to also

neighbors.

The

free energy density for a nematic is

g = k/2 (Vn)2 + 1/2

XaH^cos2(<t).(})H)

g = k/2 (Vn)2 + 1/2

A£E2cos2((})-(t)E)

(l-l^)
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4» Cr>^^<'^

Figxire 1.7

The structure

of a disclination perturbed by a surface.

The

director field

is

the

superposition of the dischnation and its image, (a) A 7C dischnation near a surface,
infinite periodic
(b) A 71 dischnation equi-distant from two parallel svirfaces has an

array of images.
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where

<t>H

and

<)>£

are the orientation of the appHed magnetic and electric fields respectively.

In the subsequent discussion, magnetic field behavior will be discussed. The
electric

behavior

is

field

analogous.

The two terms

in the

fi-ee

energy must balance each other. The linear gradient term

tends to disperse the distortions as discussed above. The nonhnear magnetic term, however,
globally orients the director

and

localizes the distortion. Increasing the field strength

focuses the distortion into a smaller region.

A characteristic length may be defined which is

proportional to the size of the distorted region. This measure of the balance of the two terms
is

found by dividing their

coefficients;

Let us now discuss the director
equation which describes the director

V^a +
where

ot=2<)).

1/^2

This

sina = 0
is

is

The Euler-Lagrange

differential

field is

(1.16)

,

the well

solution to the equation

field as ^ gets small.

known

elhptic sine equation,

where ^

is

the length scale.

A

a soliton.

Imagine two surfaces separated by a distance L between which the director rotates

by
far

7C.

For example, consider the above demonstration of a disclination between two surfaces

from the disclination. In

this region

and at zero

field,

the director varies linearly with

distance:

<l)

=

yTT/L

+

7t/2

where y varies from
However, as the

24.

-L/2 to L/2.

field is

proportional to H.

(1.17)

,

The

distortion

increased from

When

0, ^

is

dispersed Unearly over the entire distance-

becomes

S,«L, the distortion

is

finite

and decreases inversely

concentrated into a distance approximately

Figure 1.8 shows the resulting soHtary (isolated) wave in the director

wave

in the director field is also called a sohton because its energy

independent of position along

x.

field.

This sohtary

and structure

is

19

x()im)
Figure

Schematic structure of an inversion wall, (b) Soliton variation
(The symbols represent data taken from TEM images of inversion walls

1.8 Inversion wall, (a)

of (Kx).

found in extensionally flow aligned thin

films.)
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The

director angle ^ satisfies the eqxiation 1.16, rewritten below:

V20 +

Taking

to

1/^2

0.

(1 18)

be independent of x and

dH/dy^ +

The

=

sin<j)cos(t)

solution

is

d

0.

19)

found by integrating this equation. One integration gives

4^ (df7dy)2 =

At the boundaries
taken of both

=

1/^2 sin0cos(t)

z,

sin^ij)

(far

+

(1.20)

.

from the

soli ton)

both

dVdy and

sin<i)

=

0.

The square

may be

root

sides:

^ (df/dyj =

where the sign

±sin<i)

(1.21)

.

of the right

hand

side determines the handedness of the twist rotation.

A

second integration gives

(t)

where yo

= 2tan-Hexp(±{y-yo)/^)]

the integration constant which

is

structure

(1.22)

,

is

also called

the position of the center of the soliton. This

an inversion wall because the director goes through an 180^ inversion

from one side of the wall

G = 2k/^

is

to the other.

The energy

(1.23)

soliton interacts with its

fi-om the surface is [de

image as shown

is

repelled from the surfaces.

in figure 1.9(a).

The pressure that the

The

soliton feels

Gennes, 1974]:

p = 4k/^ exp[-2d/y
is

calculated:

.

Since the boundary conditions are specific, the sohton

where d

may be

of the soliton/xmit area

(1.24)

,

the distance from the center of the soliton to the surface.

The

soliton is stable

between the two repelUng surfaces.
If however the

boundary conditions were degenerate, the

soliton's

image would be

inverted and the walls would be attracted to the surfaces with the pressure:

p = -4k/^ exp[-2d/^]

(1.25)

.

In this case the soHton interacts with

its

opposite image.

The soHton simply passes out

the sample; the image and the soHton annihilating one another.

When

the sohton

is

of

exactly

21

(a)

Ik

(b)

surface

Figure 1.9 Interaction of inversion walls,

(a)

nversion wall

Like inversion walls repel,

fb)

Opposite

inversion walls attract.

in the center the pressure is zero.

However, the sohton

is

unstable with respect to

fluctuations in position.

Consider the neighborhood of the dischnation at x =
wall

is

observed; on the other uniform aHgnment.

The

0.

To one

side, the inversion

disclination terminates the wall.

Both the disclination and the inversion wall have the same topological charge-TC, yet one

is

a

22

Hne and the other

is

a surface.

charge of an inversion wall
yields a rotation of
to

tc

is

a

The contour

in real space to characterize the topological

Hne from one

side of the wall to the other side. This contour

in order parameter space. Inversion walls are topologically
constrained

end only at surfaces or disclinations of like strength, or loop upon themselves
[Mineyev

and Volovik,

1978].

determined.

It

The

director field about such a discHnation

is

not yet theoretically

involves solution of the non-linear differential equation 1.16 in two space

dimensions instead of just one. In chapter

6,

I

calculate the structure very near the

disclination using a perturbation expansion.

Like discUnations, inversion walls,
orientation with respect to

an apphed

have different character depending on their

too,

field.

If the wall is

perpendicular to the apphed

the inversion wall has mostly splay character, as shovm in figure 1.10(a). If the wall
parallel to the applied field, the inversion wall

may have

is

bend

twist (figure 1.10(b)) or

character (figure 1.10(c)). If the elastic constants are equal, the energy of a wall

field,

is

independent of its orientation or character.

The

characteristic length,

director field.

The

relative

effect

and the discHnation separation,

magnitude

texture (see cartoon figure 1,10).

has negHgible

^,

d,

together govern the

of these lengths determines the observed director

The two

limiting cases are obvious.

When ^

»

d,

the field

and the discHnation interactions are many bodied. The resulting

director field is a schHeren texture.

When ^

«

d,

neighboring discHnations of opposite sign

are separated by an inversion wall. Each disclination only interacts with

its

mate. One

may

say that the discHnations cluster, but only dipoles are allowed. Note that inversion walls

need not be associated with a discHnation; they

The

third case

is

when

may meander and form

loops.

^ - d; the disclination interactions are richer

resulting structure of the director

is less

and the

obvious. In this case, interactions are limited to

only the nearest neighbors. Chapter 6 describes the discovery of clustering of discHnations in

order to reduce their long range distortional energy.

Figure 1.10 n inversion walls of different character. The apphed
Mostly splay, (b) Twist, (c) Mostly bend.
I

I

field is horizontal.

Figure 1.11 Director texture as a function of the characteristic length,
separation, d.

The appHed

field is vertical.

^,

and the dischnation
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1.4.3

Flow
Flow also orients the director

2D

consider a

fluid flowing in the

[Stephen and Straley, 1974]. To illustrate

field

x direction. In order

to

compare flow ahgnment with

magnetic ahgnment, the two are superposed. Furthermore the flow
extensional and shear character. If there

is

no shear, the flow

easy to imagine that the molecules, and therefore the director,
stretching (flow) direction. In this case there

and

and magnetic

electric

fields.

is

this,

may have

is irrotational,

may ahgn

either or both

and

so it is

along the

a precise analogy between extensional flow

In shear flow, volume elements, thus the molecules, rotate

vdth an average angular velocity equal to the shear

tumbling of the molecules, the director

may

completely analogous to that in magnetic

rate.

However, even with

this constant

ahgn. The orientation in shear flow

is

not

fields.

For an arbitrary flow in the x direction the deformation

is

described by the rate of

strsdn tensor:
*

€

y•

»

-€

Y

(1.26)

The magnetic

H

=

n =
The

field

H

and the director have the follovnng form:

[cos(}>H

[cos<b

,

,

(1-27)

sint^jj]

sin(t)]

director orientation

is

defined by a balance of torques as described by the Euler-

Lagrange equation:
a/axjOi^ +fi +fi' = X,ni

where
is

IT^j

is

(1.28)

the curvature stress tensor,

the flow body curvature force, and X

is

fj

is

the elastic and magnetic body curvature force,

the Lagrange multiplier. These terms depend on

the follovring quantities:

riij

fi'

= -ag/anij

(1.29a)

= 3g/ani

(l-29b)

= (a3-a2)Ni + (a3+a2)dijnj

(l-29c)

f^'
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where

N

= i

coxn,

-

^-^29d)

the vorticity of the director relative to that of a volume element,
and

g =

1/2

k

(V(D)2

-

1/2 XaH2cos2((t>-<t>H)

.

,

(1.29e)

the elastic and magnetic free energy density.

Substituting equations 1.29 into the Euler-Lagrange equation and eliminating
the

Lagrange multipher, the
0 = [(0C3-a2)5/dt

+
-

+

differential equation for the director field becomes:
•

kid^dx^ +

d^/^y^)] ^

XaH2sin((!)-(t>H)cos((t)-(J)H)

2fa3+oc2)€

2a3Ycos-^({)

sin(t)cos<l)

-

2a2ysin2({)

.

Each of these terms represents a torque on the
zero

when

the director

the director

is

we

alignment,

(1.30)

is

aligned along the

director. Notice that the

The

field.

aligned along the stretch direction,
see that the form of the equation

As we did before

for

i.e.

is

magnetic torque

irrotational flow torque is zero

is

when

the x-axis. For extensional flow

identical to that of magnetic

magnetic alignment, we can define a characteristic length

ahgnment.
for distortions

in irrotational flow:

%

=

(k/(2(a34-0t2)€

The deformation

rate

is

,

(131)

^

analogous to

field

strength squared. The

same

soliton structures

described above for magnetic fields wiW also occur in extensional flows.
Finally, the shear flow torque

(t>

=

The actual

(t)^

=

is

zero when:

tan-i((a3/0C2)i/2)

(1.32)

orientation of the director in a general flow in the presence of a magnetic field

would be determined by the competition between the three orienting
irrotational flow,

and the magnetic

field.

Shear flow, however, does not always ahgn the
sign,

is

influences: shear flow,

undefined and the director

will

tend

to

director. If a3

and

are of opposite

tumble. Cladis and Torza [1976] have
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investigated the effect of this instabihty on the director
orientation defined by the boundary conditions

is

field.

At low shear

rates, the

perturbed by the flow until finally a

sohtary wave propagates through the sample. At higher shear rates,
cellular flow involving
the nucleation and rapid growth of dischnations
If ot3

and

ot2

are of the

same

is

observed.

sign, i?yis defined.

Because these

related to a positive rotational viscosity coefficient,
=
Yi
<t)^

<

-

02,

coefficients are also

and because we expect

the viscosity coefficients, 03 and a^, have the following relationship:

7c/4,

«2 <

< 0-

ot3

(1.33)

If^y does exist, then

it is

useful to rewrite the differential equation 1.30 in terms of

this angle:

0 = [(a3-0C2)3/dt

+

k(52/ax2 + a2/ay2)j ^

(3_

34)

XaH^sin((t)-(t)H)cos(<})-(i)Hj

2(a3+oc2)€sin<})cos<l)

-

+

We see from

-

-

2(ot3-0£2>ysin2((t).(j)^)

this equation that

4(cc3a2)^2ysin((!)-(t)^)cos((t>-<()^)

.

even pure shear flow ahgnment has a term that

analogous to magnetic alignment. However, there

is

is

completely

another term (the sin^ term) which has

a different symmetry. The sin^ term tends to rotate the director with the rotation of the
fluid.

If

a3 -

the sin2 term

magnetic

approached at temperatures very near

0C2

(this is

is

weak and

field.

then

the shear flow too would orient the director analogous to the

More commonly,

i.e.

at lower temperatures, the sin^ term

and the sincos term becomes weaker. In
magnetic

to the isotropization),

fields are not analogous.

this case, director

We may still

alignment due

becomes stronger
to

shear and

define a characteristic length for distortions

in shear flow:
^ = (k/(4(a30C2)^2Y))iy2

Sohton structures

(1.35)

,

will also occur in

sheared samples, but the structure

symmetrical about the center of the wall. The sohton
not been solved.

will

will

no longer be

be skewed; the exact structure has
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1.5

How

to characterize

If there are

a textxire in terms of measurable properties?

no orienting influences the texture

disclination density, p^. This

may be measured from

easily described by the average

is

microscopy, or approximately measured

from hght scattering. Unfortunately these methods require either
sections of a sample or
films only a few microns thick.

The sample dimensions,

L,

which are easily measured also

help to define the texture.
In the presence of an orienting field the texture

necessary to measure the characteristic length,

measured

^,

is

more

difficult to describe.

of distortions in that

field.

This

It is

may be

via microscopy as is described in chapter 6. Also once the material
properties are

known, the characteristic length may be calculated from the apphed
surface area of inversion wall/unit volume, p^,

field strength.

The

an inverse length which describes the

is

average separation between walls. In some cases, such as a periodic structure of inversion

may

walls,

be measured via Ught scattering, but, in general,

is

most

easily

measured

via microscopy. Also because the orientation correlations are no longer related to the

disclination density, the disclination density

must be measured by microscopy. To

clustering, the average disclination separation, d,
It

can be rather

difficult to

must

also be measured.

simply describe the texture in liquid crystals. However,

four length scales are apparent: the dischnation separation
characteristic length

(t),

describe

and the inversion wall separation

texture in terms of these parameters

is

a central

theme

{p^'^-^)j

(pw""^)-

sample

size (L), the

Characterization of the

of my dissertation.

1.6 Introduction to thesis

The

principle

aim of this

thesis is to imderstand the structure

and interaction

of the

director field features through their direct observation. Properties of isolated disclinations

as well as their interaction have been characterized. Interaction both with and without an

apphed

field

has been investigated. This work

is

also a

prehminary

effort to

inventory some
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of the appropriate lengths to describe the texture of
quiescent

oriented

and magnetically or flow

TLCFs.

The observation

of the submicron structure of the director field of
thermotropic Uquid

crystal polymers (TLCP's)

technique.

I

was accompHshed using Barbara Wood's lamellar decoration

have also extended

this technique, using

an amine

etch, to

image sections

bulk samples. Both unoriented and oriented samples have been imaged.
lamellar decoration technique and

Because crystalhzation
crystalHzation in chapter 2.

is

The

its

extension in chapter

I

of

describe the

3,

necessary for the lamellar decoration technique,
structure of the liqxoid crystal phase

is

I

describe

also discussed in this

chapter.

In unoriented samples, the director field
defects. Dischnation interaction

is

characterized by an array of disclination

and motion are believed

to strongly influence the

rheological behavior of hquid crystals at slow deformation rates.

interaction in the absence of a field

The

is

Many body

dischnation

studied via computer simulation in chapter

core structure of discUnations in unoriented samples

is

4.

studied in chapter

5.

We

are interested in disclination core structure because of its consequences on dischnation
mobility. Various theories predict

inhomogeneous structure at the disclination

core,

but

experimental investigations have been extremely limited—inferring structure fi-om optical

microscopy and studies of disclination motion. In our experiments, we measure the relative

apparent elastic constants of the material as a function of distance from a dischnation. The

key

to success in investigating the core structure

distortion gets to be nearly 1/L,

the polymers studied

lOOnm)

where L
is

at

is

has been the

ability to probe

the molecular length. The molecular length for

an observable

scale.

Polymer structure provides a unique variable

for the core structiire.

between low molecular weight Hquid crystals and polymer hquid
described by various macroscopic properties,

and

viscosities.

The theory reviewed

where the

e.g.

The

distinction

crystals can often be

transition temperatures, elastic constants,

in this chapter is universal to both small molecules

and
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polymers. The core structure, however,
it is

is

distinctly different for

determined by molecular parameters. The

in chapter

5.

The aggregation

effect of

is

crystals, as

is

described

some types

These observations are unique, and

the technique best suited to measure core structure.

Oriented textures are described in chapter
still

molecular architecture

of chain ends observed at the dischnation core for

of molecules is expected to retard disclination motion.

lamellar decoration

polymer bquid

be common. Because disclination positions

6.

In oriented samples, dischnations

may be

precisely observed,

we can

may

gain basic

understanding of dischnation interaction in magnetically and flow oriented samples. From
our observations we are able

magnetic

fields.

By

to illustrate the

analogous behavior of extensional flow and

considering magnetic ahgnment,

we

are able to precisely describe the

ftmdamental difference between the disclination interaction

in oriented

and unoriented

samples.

Through the observations and calculations

in this thesis,

the behavior and structure of dischnations and inversion walls.

we

are gaining insight into

CHAPTER 2

CRYSTALLINE MICROSTRUCTURES OF

THERMOTROPIC LIQUID CRYSTAL POLYMERS

Crystal structure and morphology must be controlled to optimize solid state
properties of polymers. Therefore, crystalHzation

polymer science.

A variety of microstructures may be

crystallization temperature, pressure,

which

was

may induce

well studied in the early days of

obtained depending upon the

and time. The deformation rate during crystalhzation,

orientation, controls the morphological organization of the crystalhtes.

Keller [1968] gives a fine review of these effects.

The recent availabihty
phase opens the door

to

a

new

of rigid

and semi-flexible polymers which form a nematic

set of studies. Atkins et al. [1988]

have studied the structure

of regxdar semi-flexible polymers. Biswas and Blackwell [1988] and Windle et

investigated the crystal structure of a nematic
crystallites

were demonstrated

to

random copolymer.

al.

[1985] have

In Windle's paper, the

have lamellar morphology. The morphological

organization of lamellar crystalhtes, however, has been httle studied.

Jonsson et

al.

Hahn

[1987] and

[1989] have studied the morphology of spheruHtes grown from solutions of

semi-flexible polymers.

Wood

and Kleman

[1985], IMazelet

[1988],

and Shiwaku

et al. [1990]

have observed

the lamellar morphology of melt crystallized thermotropic hquid crystal polymers (TLCFs).

Their results show the imique

everj^here perpendicular

effect of the precursor

to the local

nematic phase. They observed lamellae

molecvJar orientation which existed in the nematic

precursor. This morphology, termed the lamellar decoration morphology,

rapidly quenching and anneahng the sample.
in order to investigate

some physics

prehminary investigation of the

My thesis

may be formed by

predominantly uses this technique

of the nematic phase. This chapter, however, includes a

crystal

morphology of TLCP's. Depending on the

relative
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crystal nucleation
controlled.

and growth

rates, the morphological organization of the lamellae
can be

The lamellar decoration morphology

growth. The opposite conditions

is

favored by rapid nucleation and slow

may be obtained by

slow cooling to a relatively high

crystaUization temperature. In this case, spheruHtes are observed to grow
from a nematic

melt for the

first time.

Before discussing morphology in the later half of this chapter,
structure of

TLCFs

polymers which

I

I

discuss the chemical

as well as the crystal structure of one of the regular semi-flexible

have studied.

2.1 Molecular structure of TLCP's

Liquid crystal polymers in general

may be

either lyotropic or thermotropic.

Thermotropic hquid crystal polymers (TLCP's) were later

polymer molecules often decompose before melting
structure of different types of

TLCPs

is

shown

in developing,

because rigid

to a liquid crystalline state.

Schematic

in figure 2.1. In order to reduce the melting

regular semiflexible

- A

A

3

\

3

random semiflexible

A

{

1

regular rigid

A

8

A

A

8

B

A

a
[

Figure 2.1 Schematic molecular structure of TLCP's.

random

rigid
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point of TLCP's

form of a

polymer

some limited

flexible spacer.

is

If

flexibility

may be included in

the

main polymer chain

in the

the spacer and mesogen (rigid unit) are strictly alternating,
the

called a regular semi-flexible thermotropic polymer.

randomly placed along the polymer chain giving a random

The spacer may

also be

semi-flexible thermotropic

polymer. In this case, the randomness along the polymer backbone reduces the
stabiUty of
the crystal and further lowers the melting point. The melting point has also
been suppressed
in regular rigid molecules using flexible side chains.

These

flexible side chains

mediate

intermolecular interactions between chains. Another method of suppressing the melting
point of a rigid chain
to

form a random

is to

rigid

randomly copolymerize two

TLCP. Although a

different mesogenic

monomers

traditional periodic crystal structure

is

in order

not

possible, x-ray evidence reveals that even aperiodic chains are able to form three

dimensional crystals [Biswas and Blackwell, 1988; and Windle et
are lamellar and can be imaged via

Regular

rigid,

TEM

[Windle et

regular semi-flexible, and

al.,

random

al.,

1985].

The

crystalhtes

1985].

semi-flexible

TLCP's have been

kindly provided by Professor R. Lenz of the University of Massachusetts and Professor

Stupp of the University of Illinois. The chemical structures

The

figure 2.2.

transition temperatures

these polymers are shown in table
structure

shown

designated by

in figure 2.2(a).

QT

because

signifies the substituent

it is

2.1.

We

of various polymers are

S.

shown

and approximate molecular weights and lengths

The regular rigid TLCP's [Lenz

et

al.,

on the hydroquinone

of

1990] have the

term these polymers QT-X. The main chain

composed of hydroquinone and terephthaloyl

in

is

units.

X

unit.

A consistent nomenclature is used for the semi-flexible TLCP's.

Figure 2.2(b) shows

the chemical structure of TQTIO-X [Zhou and Lenz, 1983], where the 10 denotes the ten

carbon spacer between mesogens. Figures 2.2(c) and 2.2(d) show other regular semi-flexible

TLCP's [Ober

et

al.,

1982J. Figure 2.2(e)

shows a random semi-flexible

TLCP [IMartin

and

Stupp, 1988]"OQ5a"where the a denotes that the 5 carbon flexible spacer had acid groups at
either end.

QT-X

TQT1 0-X
p

0T06

OQOSa

0Q5a

4ml
Figure 2.2 Chemical structure of various TLCP's studied. The substituent, X,
attached to one of the four sites on the hydroquinone unit.
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Table

2.1.

Polymers studied in

Regular rigid
QT

this thesis.!

S^bstituent

Tg(Oc)

Tn(°C)

T^{Oc)2

OEOMSa
OEOESb
OEOEOeSc

120
110

180
160

224
233
257

67
44

231
154
105

267
190
165

227
190

275

142
142
180

226
226
250

Semi -flexible
Regular
TQTIO

i5d
[5e
,5f

0T06
OQOSa

Random
OQ5a

spac er
33.3
%

#1
#1
#6

M^(g/inol)3

L(nm)4

-25
-25
-70

-5, 000

-5,000
-15,000

20, 000

-100
-50
-100

-3,000
16,000
-3,000

-20
-100
-20

18,000
-9,000

ase

33 .3
27 8
.

Notes
1. Data included in this table has been measured by those who
synthesized the polymers.
It is included in the references cited
in the text.
2. Transition temperatures are measured by DSC and optical microscopy.
3
Estimates are based on inherent viscosity measurements
4
Contour length of the polymer chain
5
Substituents
a
ethoxymethoxy
b
ethoxyethoxy
c: ethoxyethoxyethoxy
d: unsubstituted;
f: octyl
e: methyl;
6. Percent spacer in the monomer feed.
Solution NMR of resultant
polymers shows spacer contents a few percent higher. NMR also
shows random dyad structure of the main chain
7. Above this temperature, isotropic and nematic phases coexist.
.

.

;

.

;

:

:

;

The

crystallization behavior of these polymers has not been studied before. Since

their glass transitions are above

room temperature, they can be quenched

crystalline glasses. If annealed above their Tg, they crystalhze readily.

polymer included which does not
easily obtained

crystallize readily.

to

form liquid

TQTlO-0

is

the only

The lamellar decoration morphology

by quenching and annealing. The spherulitic morphology has only been

obtained from the nematic melt of 0T06.

is
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2.2 Crystal structure

The

crystal structure of one polymer,

measurements, x-ray
crystal structure

diffraction,

have been

The density
30 weight percent

of the

NaBr

TQTIO-M, has been

and TEM. The unit

cell

investigated using density

and the general features

of the

solved.

polymer was measured using a density gradient column. 10 and

solutions were proportionally

mixed

to

fill

the column with a

solution with a linear density gradient from approximately 1.12 to 1.23 g/cm^.
Glass beads of

known

density were allowed to settle to their equilibrium depths. The cahbration curve

shown

in figure 2.3.

Beads

of the

polymer were formed by melting some polymer powder onto a piece of

Teflon heated by a hotplate.

Two beads were made. The

samples were quenched by dunking

Density gradient column
1.24

-T-

C

is

20

40

h
Figure 2.3 Density gradient column data.

(cm)

60
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the Teflon into an acetone/dry ice bath.

was annealed

One bead was analyzed

at ISS^C for 21 minutes. Figure 2.4(aj

shows the x-ray scattering from the

quenched bead. The strong diffuse ring at wide angles
the frozen nematic (glassy phase).

The density

of the

shows the x-ray
appears

to

Weak inner rings

quenched sample was found

diffraction

to

as quenched while the other

is

due

to side to side correlations in

are due to correlations along the chain.

be 1.13 g/cm^ (see figure

2.3).

from the annealed sample. The crystalhnity of the sample

be quite high. The density of the semi-crystalhne sample was found

1.22 g/cm^. Crystallization has caused a

The

Figure 2.4(b)

diffraction pattern of a

8%

to

be

density increase.

sample may be predicted by using a construction

developed by Ewald-the intersection of the reciprocal lattice of the crystal with a sphere of
radius

1/X.

The

origin of the reciprocal lattice

is

on the sphere (always a forward scattered

Figure 2.4 X-ray diffraction of vmoriented TQTIO-M polymer, (a) Quenched and
Annealed. The densities of these samples is recorded in figure 2.3

(b)
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beam). For a single crystal (having one specific orientation), very few of the
reciprocal
sites will intersect the

will reflect x-rays.

sample each

Ewald sphere. Only those

The sample has a

ring.

which are oriented properly

distribution of crystal orientations. For an xmoriented

of the reciprocal lattice sites is distributed over a sphere. In this case,

reciprocal lattice sphere smaller than the

form a

crystal planes

lattice

Ewald sphere

Each type of crystaUine plane forms a ring

will intersect the

any

Ewald sphere

in the diffraction pattern, as

to

shown

in figure 2.4(b).

Density measurements and x-ray diffraction combine very effectively to determine
the crystal structxire. Although

much

of the data regarding the unit cell of crystal structure

is

included in the x-ray diffraction of the bead, imit

if

the sample

may be

cell

determination

is significantly

easier

oriented. In this way, it is possible to differentiate equatorial

reflections (crystal planes parallel to the

polymer chain

(planes perpendicular to the chain axis) and straight

axis)

from meridional reflections

away make some

conclusions regarding

the structure.

Oriented samples for x-ray scattering

The

may be formed by pulHng

a fiber ft*om the melt.

liquid ciystalline structure is presimied to be frozen in as the material quenches in air.

An

oriented polymer thin film, suitable for

TEM, may be formed by

spreading of the polymer on hot H3PO4. The process

Sohd polymer

is

2.5(a)). Initially the

component of extension in the

Some

shown schematically

placed on the surface of hot phosphoric acid.

lower surface tension (figure

2.5(b)).

is

deformation

It

is

is biaxial,

may be

and polymer are rapidly poured

with the largest

it

to a

if

the spreading

room temperature bath

achieved in this second stage of deformation

into the

quench bath. The thin

TLCP film

is

is

rapid

of H3PO4.

if

A

the hot acid

skates across the

surface in parallel fingers which experience planar elongational flow (figure

shear deformation

to its

radial direction. Subsequently, fingers develop radially (figure

quenched by transferring

large degree of orientation

in figure 2.5.

melts and spreads due

orientation develops in this first stage of deformation

enough. The sample

surface tension

2.5(c)).

Some

expected through the thickness of the film. However, the shear
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deformation

may be minimal,

than that of the
film

is

flxiid

substrate.

then transferred

sample

grid.

because the viscosity of the polymer

to a

The

resulting

water bath

to

The sample may be viewed

TLCP film

wash the

is

is

expected to be greater

glassy and highly oriented. The

film before placing

directly and/or

it

on a copper

TEM

annealed before observation in the

TEM.
X-ray scattering patterns of air-quenched fibers are shown in figure

2.6(a).

The

regular chemical structure of the polymer gives rise to periodic layer hnes perpendicular to

Figure 2.5 Surface tension spreading of TLCP on a hot fluid substrate. Drawings are
looking down normal to the TLCP film, (a) Initially the deformation is biaxial with
the largest component of deformation in the radial direction. A dotted line depicts
the droplet at a previous time, (b) Fingers form in the radial direction, (c) ffighly
elongational planar flow occurs as the polymer film is poured from the trough (shown
in perspective) onto the quench bath. The elongation is in the direction shown by the
arrow. The stretched film is drawn only as one finger for clarity.
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©

©

o

Figure 2.6 Scattering patterns of oriented TQTIO-M. (a) X-ray diffraction of quenched fiber,
(b) X-ray diffraction of annealed fiber, (c) Electron diffraction of quenched oriented
thin film, (d) Electron diffraction of annealed oriented thin film.
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the chain axis. If the quenched sample were truly glassy nematic,
the axial shift between

neighboring chains would be random. In this case, the scattering
pattern

is

determined by

the scattering from a single chain. Each layer hne would be diffuse, having
an intensity

modulation due

to the

modulation of the Fourier transform of an individual molecule.

sample were

crystalline, diffraction spots

figure 2.6(b)

which shows the

would appear on these

diffraction pattern

If the

layers. This is observed in

from the sample after anneahng at ISS^C

for 18 minutes. Uniaxial texture is expected in the case of the macroscopic fiber

examined by

x-ray. For a uniaxial texture each reciprocal lattice point forms a ring about the orientation
direction. This ring then intersects the

The quenched sample

is

Ewald sphere at a

point.

not crystalline, and the diffuse

first

layer

Hne

indicates considerable axial shift disorder, characteristic of the nematic state.

spots on the 2^^ and

4*^^

in figure 2.6(a)

The sharper

layer lines are puzzhng, however. Note too that in the semi-

crystalhne state the 4^^ layer line spot has disappeared. In the electron scattering pattern of

a quenched and oriented thin film, figure
axial disorder.

and

The

2.6(c), indicate

The
crystalline

the 5^^ layer hne

large blobs of intensity on the equatorial,

is diffuse

shovm

indicating again

in both figures 2.6(a)

non-crystalline side to side packing between chains.

electron diffraction pattern

domain

2.6(c),

is

shown

in figure 2.6fd) of a uniformly oriented semi-

very similar to the x-ray pattern shown in figure 2.6(b). Both exhibit

the cross pattern at the origin and the same pattern of spots along and just above and below
the equator (horizontal
meridian. This effect

is

axis).

The main

differences are seen along the vertical axis or

not due to a difference in structure but only due to the difference in

wavelength between the x-rays and the electrons. In terms of the Ewald construction, the

Ewald sphere

(r -

VX)

meridional reflections
reflections

is

much

may be

may be observed

flatter in the case of electron diffraction, so that

wider angle

observed. In the case of x-rays, only small angle meridional

v^dthout tilting the fiber.

vertical axis are off-meridional spots

The

spots observed in x-ray along the

which intersect the Ewald sphere.

,
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The

two patterns suggests that the thin film

similarity of the

texture. This is easily verified in the

Before deriving a unit

cell, it is

for tilts of ±54°.

instructive to learn the crystal

general features of the diffraction pattern. The unit
crystal with the highest

c).

The

symmetry. The edges

diffraction pattern

a* =

has a uniaxial

TEM by tilting the sample about the orientation

symmetry was observed

direction. Uniaxial

also

cell is

symmetry from the

chosen to be the repeat unit of the

of this cell define three vectors, Vj (a, b,

has a symmetry defined by the reciprocal

and

lattice.

bxc/(a-bxc),

(2.1)

b* = c X a/ (ab x c)
= a

c

where

a*, b*,

xb (ab x c)
/

and

c* are the basis vectors of the reciprocal lattice.

These three vectors have

the reciprocal property:
v*i

where

•

Vj

6^ = 1

They are

= Sy

(2.2)

;

when = j and
i

parallel for

zero otherwise. In general, however, v*^

an orthorhombic

crystal

where the unit

cell

is

not parallel to

Vj.

vectors are mutually

perpendicular.

In a drawn, highly oriented fiber
fiber axis.

We define the repeat in

we

expect that the polymer chain axis

columns as

is

shown

we

to

a and

we

see that the crystal

expect then

in figure 2.7(b). Figures 2.7(a)

are x-ray scattering patterns of quenched and annealed fibers of TQTlO-0.
crystalhne sample

along the

this direction as the unit cell vector c. If c is

perpendicular to both a and b, then c and c* are parallel- In this case,
diffraction spots along vertical

is

symmetry

is

From

and

2.7(b)

the semi-

at least monoclinic (c perpendicular

b).

The

cross pattern at the origin of the diffi-action pattern in figure 2.6(b) (p.40),

however, indicates that c

monochnic

is

not perpendicular to both a and b. The unit

or triclinic. In the

TQTIO-M

cell

may be

crystal structure, there exists therefore

displacement between neighboring chains in the crystal.

an axial
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Figure 2.7 X-ray scattering patterns of oriented TQTlO-0. c and c* are parallel,
Quenched, (b) Annealed at 102*^C for 2 hours.

Consider diffraction from a
the chain axis.
fixed? (h, k,

c*.)

What

and

1

tri clinic

(a)

crystal structure with a uniaxial texture about

the pattern formed by a series of hkl reflections where h and k are

is

are coordinates of the reciprocal lattice in imits of the basis

set: a*, b*,

and

This question can be answered by calculating the distance between the chain axis and

an axis in the reciprocal

lattice,

where h and k are

fixed.

The resulting equation

is

a

hyperbola, and the resulting diffraction pattern gives spots which he along hyperbolae.

Figure 2.6(d)

(p. 40)

spots of constant

From

h and

The unit

reflections are

weak

to

diffraction pattern with hyperbolae traced over the

k.

the diffraction pattern then

has low symmetry.
families.

shows the electron

We have also been
cell

we

are able to determine that the crystal structure

able to determine which reflections are grouped in

then becomes quite

trivial to calculate.

The

positions of the

measured, and their intensities are also grossly estimated, ranging from very

very strong. Unit

cell

parameters are entered in order

to

minimize the error
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between the measured and the calculated atomic plane
spacings. In order
strongly for the

weighted by
solved as
is

more intense

Using a hand

its intensity.

shown

reflections, the error for

in table 2.2.

may be

iterative procedure the various

more

arbitrarily

parameters can be

The comparison between the calculated and measured
spacings

The general accuracy

good.

each reflection

to account

of the unit cell

may also

be seen by comparing the diffraction

pattern in figure 2.6(d) with the schematic electron diffraction
pattern shown in figure

We conclude

that the chain

2.8.

nearly fully extended, because the value of 3.214nm for

is

the c-axis corresponds to the value of 3.322nm for an extended
chain. The

ftilly

extended

chain conformation was calculated using tabulated values for bond
lengths in similar

compounds. Using the (002) and the (003)
annealed sample which was used

3.195nm

for the c-axis repeat.

reflections ft-om the x-ray diffraction of the

for density

The chain

is

measurements

(figure 2.4(b)) yields a value of

also nearly fully extended in unoriented semi-

crystalline samples.

The veiy strong
0.37nm. This spacing
molecule in the

all

(100) equatorial reflection corresponds to planes having a spacing of

is

typical for aromatic ring stacking. Therefore

we assume

trans state having a planar conformation hes in the

b, c

that the

plane of the unit

cell.

Assuming one monomer repeat per
parameters

is

1.38g/cm^.

The percent

density of 1.22 was measured

is

imit

cell,

the crystal density calculated from these

crystallinity in the annealed

therefore 36%. This value

upon the well ordered appearing x-ray

diffraction pattern

is

sample

for

which a

lower than that expected based

shown

in figure 2.4(b).

Perhaps

the vinannealed sample was not quenched fast enough to prevent some crystalhzation.

Information on the chain in the nematic Hquid state

quenched x-ray

diffraction patterns.

may be

calculated from the

Both oriented and xmoriented samples (with scattering

patterns showoi in figures 2.6(a) and 2.4(a)) are found to have 3.115nm repeat distances

along the polymer chain. The flexible spacer

even in the nematic phase.

is

therefore assimied to be nearly fully extended
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Table 2.2 Unit

cell

Sample
Camera L:
Wavelength

TQTIO-M TLCP
49.27 mm
0.1542 nm

calculated from x-ray diffraction data
for

558.6 g/ (mol repeat)

Unit cell parameters
a
0.451 nm
b
0.562 nm
c
3.214 nm
Vuc
0.674 nm3

a
P
y
p

96.8<>

:

121.9^
95.70
1.376 g/cm3

:

:

:

error*:

reflection

intensity

position

0

.

0543

K

1

0

0

1

vs

1.50

2

m
m

2. 98

4.79

1

.27

0

Y

0

2

0

0

3

0

0

6

0

0

7

vw
vw

0

0

9

0

1

0

4

.

8

.

44
88

"

*^calc
.

7

14

.

43

96

17.85

w

13

0

s

1

1

w

14.39
15.08

0

1

2

s

15. 92

0

1

3

s

0

1

4

S

16.89
17.96

24 .23
0 .00
2 .53
5 10
7 .79

0

1

m

2

vs

3

s

0

-1
-1
-1
-1

7

1

0

0

1

0

1

w
vs
w

23.30

.00
1 81

1

0

3

w

26. 81

6.59

1

0

1

s

0

2

s

1

0

3

20.21
18.46
16.86

1

•1

0
0

45

13. 93
13 54
.

13.38
14.54
21

.

98

0

38

.30

0

30

0

52

.51
.

43

0.42

6.38

22 .23

24.15
23.30

0.00
1.81
4

.

6

.

0.35
0.34
0.35
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.30
0.31
0.32

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

3

s

21. 68
20. 83

1

1

4

s

19.80

9.47

1

-1
-1
-1
-1

0

w
w

28 74
26. 68

0

.

3

.

w
w

25.10
23.33

6.22
9.22

.

/

.

0

A
fi

•

(J

^

0

04
99
00
98

0

.

43

0

.

4.03
6.22

0

u

.

0.47

0.31.
0 40

.25

1

3

0.46
0.39

0.39
0.55
0.55
0.51
0.35
0.37
0.35

.

1

1

VJ

0

0

9

2

90

.

0.47

7.36
17.98

0

1

35

1
Jl

0

.76

1

1

^

0.54

10.46
2.27
4

2.66

0

.

w
w
vs
w
vs

1

(nm)

z

10.44
.

(nm)

spacing

(irni)

n
0

TQTIO-M.

0.56
0.55
0.52
0.35
0.38
0.35
0.29
0

.

40

0.43

44

0

.

44

0.34
0.34
0.36
0.37
0.37
0.36
0.29
0.30
0

.

31

0.33

.33

Note: The error is defined as the root sum square difference
between the calculated and the measured d spacings
The
difference squared was arbitrarily weighted according to the
intensity of the reflection as follows:
vw 1.0;
w
1.4;
m: 2.0;
vs
4.0
s
2.8;
.

:

:

:

:
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Figure 2.8 Schematic electron diffraction pattern generated from the unit
given in table 2.2.
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2.3 Crystal morphology

TLCP crystals

are similar to those of typical flexible chain polymers. They
are

observed to be lamellae whose thickness

is

inversely related to the undercoohng.

The

morphological organization of lamellae can be controlled by the precursor
state, and the

primary nucleation and growth rates.

relative

When

nucleation

is

rapid and growth slow, a

unique morphology develops where the lamellae are everywhere perpendicular
director in the precursor nematic phase.
rate, spherulites are observed to

2.3.1

Lamellae

When nucleation is

size

width of various peaks: L3, h^, and

The lamellar repeat

diffraction pattern

from (hOO), (OkO), and

by measuring the

(001) reflections respectively.

(the long period) could be obtained from small angle x-ray diffraction.

These techniques are quantitative, provided the model used
is

slow compared to the growth

grow from the nematic.

The lamellae shape could be obtained from the

Imaging

to the

for interpretation is correct.

superior for quahtative xmderstanding and direct visualization of local

correlations.

Using TEM, the

crystallites are easily observed to be periodically spaced

lamellae, which are locally parallel.

Figure 2.9 shows a bright
film.

field diffraction contrast

The defocus was approximately

contribute significantly to the image.
scattered at large angles.

The

TEM image of a melt spread

thin

zero, so density differences in the material do not

An

objective aperture

was used

to block electrons

diffracting electrons are blocked by the aperture,

and the

lamellae oriented such that they satisfy the Bragg condition for diffraction appear dark. The

lamellae thickness along the chain direction
lamellar periodicity

is

30nm. The

lateral

is

typically observed to be

15nm, while the

dimension of the lamellae varies with polymer

sample and with coohng rate from the nematic

state.

In figure 2.9

quenched melt spread sample of 0Q08a polymer and the

is

shown a rapidly

lateral size of the lamellae is
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observed to be approximately 200nin. In rapidly quenched

TQTIO-M samples

the size

IS

approximately 80nm.

Dark

field

images have been obtained by

tilting the incident

diffracting crystals. Lamellae are also observed in rigid chain

shows dark

field

micrographs of a

formed using an equatorial

QT-OEOM

reflection.

melt spread thin

diffraction

about c

from this polymer shows that c*

may be observed in

(001)

dark

film.

in order to

field.

is

is

image

samples. Figure 2.10

Figure 2.10(a) was

The randomly dispersed lamellae, as

characteristic of a uniaxial texture. Figure 2.10(b)

The

TLCP

beam

in figure 2.9 are

formed using a meridional

reflection.

parallel to c, so crystals of all orientations

Lamellae are

not,

however, observed throughout

the field of view because of sHght orientation fluctuations of the director about the flow

200 nm

Figure 2.9 Crystalline lamellae of 0Q08a observed in bright field TEM. Diffracting
20x200nm) appear dark using diffraction contrast. One of the diffracting
lamellae
lamellae is arrowed.

Figure 2.10 Crystalline lamellae of QT-OEOM observed in dark
dark field, (b) Meridional dark field.

field

TEM

(a)

Equatorial
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direction.

Where

the lamellae are observed, the background

glassy nematic between lamellae

is

is

also brighter because the

scattering electrons through the aperture.

The chain

axis in both the lamellae and the glassy nematic
are therefore parallel. Further

demonstration of this

come

will

in the next chapter.

2.3.2 Nucleation density control of

Although

it is

morphology

noteworthy that TLCP's, and even more interesting that rigid

(QT-OEOM), form lamellar

crystals, the foundation for this thesis is the

formed when TLCP's are quenched and subsequently annealed.

When

TLCP s

unique morphology

cooHng at

100<^C/sec,

almost no crystals grow during the quench. Electron diffraction of quenched samples
2.6(c))

shows no evidence

of crystalhnity. In order to crystalUze the sample,

it is

slowly reheated at - l^C/sec to approximately 20°C below the melting point.

By

reaches this temperature, the sample
crystal nuclei,

and the resultant

is

assumed

to

crystals are small.

(figure

relatively

the time

it

be already densely populated with

The

nuclei,

and therefore the lamellae,

derive their orientation from the local orientation which existed in the supercooled nematic.

The molecular
reorientation

orientation is unperturbed by the crystallization process. Lack of

is

also encouraged

by lower diffusion

coefficients at lower crystallization

temperatures. This morphology (shown in figure 2.9)

is

termed the lamellar decoration

morphology, because the lamellae, which can be observed via TEM, decorate the nematic
director field without observable alteration of the chain axis from the precursor nematic to

the semi-crystalline state. The region shown in figure 2.9 was a uniformly oriented nematic

monodomain. Figure
field.

2.11(a)

shows dischnations which introduce

Note that the disclinations are not characteristic

distortion into the director

of the semi-crystalline state, but they

pre-existed in the nematic. Note fi*om figure 2.11(a), that even in regions where the
distortion of the director has been concentrated to small regions, the crystal size

enough

to reveal that the director varies smoothly.

morphology

is

is

small

Observation of the lamellar decoration

further discussed in the following chapter.
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Morphology of TQTIO-M for (a) rapid (lOO^C/sec) and (b) slow (0.2<^C/sec) cooled
samples. The lamellae in (b) are thicker and larger than those in (a). The lack of
spherulites in (b) may be due to a high defect density in the precursor nematic, or
perhaps TQTIO-M is less Ukely to form spheruhtes than 0T06 shown in figxire 2.12.
See text for sample preparation.

Figxire 2.11
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Although the lamellar decoration morphology is
unique

.

somewhat analogous

to

nematic TLCP's,

results have been obtained with flexible
polymers such as polyethyl ene.

In the case of a flexible polymer, the orientation
existing before crystalhzation must be

induced by processing, since there

nematic melts.

If the

material

is

observed to grow perpendicular
therefore decorate the
crystals

may grow

draw

is

no inherent orientation in isotropic melts as
there

drawn

prior to

in

and during crystalhzation, lamellae are

to the orientation direction [Keller, 1968].

At some deformation

direction.

is

The lamellae

rates, long needle-shaped

parallel to the stretching direction [Keller, 1968].

The preorientation may
grew large spheruhtes

in

an

also be induced by a precrystalhzation. Lotz
[1989] first

isotropic polyethylene melt

by crystalhzing at a high

temperature. These crystals were then mostly melted then recrystalhzed
at a lower

temperature. The original spherulite structure was destroyed, but the nuclei
for the second
crystalhzation (unmelted crystals) had their orientation defined by the spheruhtic
structure
of the first ciystalUzation.

The second

crystalhzation produced smaller spheruhtes not

much

larger than a sheaf. Their sheafs decorated the large precxirsor spheruhte, and the hght
scattering pattern of the final sample

showed two

sizes of spheruhtes--or spheruhtes within

spherulites. This is not lamellar decoration as is observed in TLCP's, but this morphology is

intermediate between lamellar decoration and spheruhtic.

TLCP's

may also exhibit both

spherulitic morphology
crystallization

may

is

intermediate and spherulitic morphologies. The

favored by low nucleation density and rapid

occur as soon as the material

is

grovsrth.

Because

cooled below the melting temperature,

the quench rate can dramatically affect the morphology. During coohng, the poljnner

may

nucleate and grow crystals characteristic of the temperature at which they are formed.
cooling rate of about 10°C/sec

Figure 2.11
for

(p. 50)

two different quench

is

A

necessary to obtain lamellar decoration in these polymers.

compares the morphology of the TQTIO-M semi-flexible polymer

rates.

The sample shown

in (a)

was prepared on phosphoric

and quenched at approximately 100°C/sec by rapidly pouring

it

acid,

onto a quench bath. In order
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to control

more accurately the quench (cooUng)

rate, a thin film

nematic in a Metier hotstage at 0.2oC/sec. This sample
in a similar fashion but quenched rapidly

is

shown

is

sample was cooled from the

shown

in

(b).

(A sample prepared

in figure 4.5.) Significant crystalhzation

occurred during slow cooHng, so that subsequent
annealing was not necessary. In

lamellae appear to be «
to be -

25nm

greater.

13nm

thick with a periodicity of ^ 26nm. In (b) the
lamellae appear

thick with a periodicity of - 35nm.

The lamellae

The crystalhnity in

(b) is

apparently

m (b) also appear larger and straighter than those in

orientation does not vary smoothly.

are regions where the film

is

(a) the

The small regions (250 nm

in size)

thinner. These regions where the film

is

(a),

and

their

which appear hghter

thinner are

predominantly where the director was highly distorted (perhaps the cores of
the
dischnations). During crystallization the material diffused

away from such highly strained

regions in order to contribute to the growth of neighboring crystals. This cooUng
rate clearly

does not produce the lamellar decoration morphology. Neither does

it

produce a spheruhtic

texture.

0T06 is
it is

a polymer which

is

observed to form a lamellar decorated morphology

when

rapidly quenched and annealed. Spherulites were grown, however, in slowly cooled

samples as shown in figure 2.12. The sample, whose nematic temperature

is

227^0, was

cooled slowly (0.1-0.2<>C/min) to 184oC, where spherulites were observed to nucleate and

grow. To obtain isolated spheruHtes as shovm in figures 2.12fb) and 2.12(c), the sample was

quenched during the

crystallization process into a

room temperature water bath.

Subsequent anneahng at 184^C caused no further growth of the spherulite. Small

crystals of

the lamellar decoration morphology are presumed to have grown during the subsequent

anneahng.

The type
to be negative.

birefinngence

of the spheruHte obtained from the nematic

Using a quarter wave plate and an

was observed

0T06 melt was

characterized

optical microscope, the orientation of the

to be tangential. This is interpreted as chain folded lamellae

radiating from the spherulite center.
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Figure 2.12 Optical micrographs of the spherulitic morphology formed while crystalhzing
0T06 at 1840C after cooHng 0.1-0.2<^C/sec from the nematic melt, (a) A completely
crystallized sample viewed with crossed polars.
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micrographs of the sphenihtic morphology formed while crystalhzing
0T06 at 184^C after coohng 0.1-0.2°C/sec from the nematic melt, (b) Isolated
spherulites obtained by quenching the sample dixring growth. The sample is viewed
with no polarizers.

Figxire 2.12 Optical
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micrographs of the spherulitic morphology formed while crystallizing
0T06 at 184^C after cooHng 0.1-0.2oC/sec from the nematic melt, (c) Isolated
spherulites viewed between crossed polarizers. Note the white lobes outside the
spherxilite in the supercooled nematic. The growing spherulite appears to have
reoriented the melt in front of the grovnng crystal.

Figxire 2.12 Optical
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Figure 2.12(c) shows an isolated spheruhte
in a quenched sample viewed between
crossed polars. This figure demonstrates
the

umque

relationship found in TLCP's between a

growing crystal and the supercooled nematic.
In isotropic
view

is

completely dark outside of the sphenilite. In
figure 2.12(c), the surrounding

supercooled nematic
is

flexible chain melts, the field of

is

highly oriented. Because the orientation
of the surrounding nematic

along the polarizer the

field of

view

is

spherulite, the nematic appears bright.

the director in the nematic, which

dark. However, outside each quadrant of
the

The growing

may mean

spherulite therefore tends to reorient

that the molecular orientation

is

continuous

across the nematic-spherulite boundary.

Approximately the same cooling rate was used
samples. The

TQTIO-M sample

for the

0T06 and

sample

2.3.3

may have

is

TQTIO-M

did not, however, produce a spheruhtic texture. This

probably due to the faster crystallization rate of TQTIO-M. The
precursor, however,

the

is

most

effect of the texture of the

not known, and the higher dischnation density of the

TQTIO-M

inhibited spherulite growth.

Future work
This work

may

be the

first

time that spheruhtes have been grown from a nematic.

Jonsson and co-workers [1989] and Hahn [1987] have both grown spheruhtes from
Further work must be done

to

examine the mechanism

melt. Obviously, the relative nucleation

spherulites appear. But questions

still

for

solution.

spheruhte growth from a nematic

and growth rates largely determine whether

or not

remain about what molecular properties are

required. Classically, the spherulite morphology develops due to segregation of noncrystallizable impurities [Keith

and Padden,

1964]. Since a

random

semi-flexible

TLCP

could segregate more flexible segments, would spherulites form more easily?

Aims
spherulites

for future

grown

work include observation

of spheruhtic samples via

in thin films for direct observation are desired.

technique described in the next chapter, one will be able

TEM. To do

this

However, using the etch

to investigate the

morphology of
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spherulites in thick films. It would be interesting
to investigate whether there

is

any

effect

of the texture of the precursor nematic state.
Is spherulite morphology independent
of

dischnation density? Further investigation of the interface
between the supercooled nematic

and the growing spheruhte should

also be done. Is the orientation continuous across
the

boundary? Are any defects created or destroyed by the crystalhzation?

2.4

Summary
The

relative nucleation

and growth rates are observed

of the semi-crystalline state of TLCP's; this

is

to

determine the morphology

reviewed in the schematic figure 2.13.

unique morphology occurs when the primary crystal nucleation rate
local

molecular orientation

morphology
from 80

is

lamellar,

to several

is

relatively unperturbed

by

is

crystallization.

high. In this case, the

The

where the thickness varies from 12-25nm and the

hundred nm, with smaller

A

crystalhte

lateral

dimension

crystals being obtained at lower crystalhzation

temperatures. Lamellae grow perpendicular to the local orientation and therefore decorate
the director field of the precursor nematic phase. If the primary nucleation density

is

low,

spherulites are observed. Spherulitic growth in a previously uniformly oriented nematic

is

observed to reorient the director of the nematic phase at the spheruhte boundary. The
crystal structure of

TLCP's was

Low symmetry triclinic

or

crystallization conditions

also investigated via diffraction

monochnic crystals

and

is

tj^ically occur.

approximately 35-70%.

and density measurements.

The

crystallinity varies with
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High Nucleation Density

==

Nuclei

— Subsequent

4

Orientation

|

Direction

Growth

Low Nucleation
2.13

A

primary nucleation density on the crystal
sample which prior to crystalUzation was a uniformly oriented

schematic depicting the

morphology of a
nematic.

TLCP

Density

effect of

CHAPTERS

OBSERVATION OF TEXTURES AND OF FEATURES

There

is

strong interest in observing the textural features
found in liquid ciystalline

polymers (LCP) because of their influences on the properties of
these materials. An excellent
time-honored method

is optical

microscopy [Friedel 1922]. Since LCP's are birefrmgent,
the

orientation of the optic axis (coincident with the nematic
director) can be observed

sample

is

placed between cross polars. For planar samples, the contrast

is

if

the

easily

interpreted. Orientations of the director parallel to either
polarizer produce

an extinction

of

the light intensity. For non-planar samples, the director and also
the polarization of the
light rotate while passing

through the sample, so extinction

not generally observed.

is

DiscUnations can be observed as dark threads, because they strongly scatter Ught. Optical

microscopy

is

very versatile;

it

can be used

for thick, flowing, or

heated samples. However,

the relatively poor resolution of the optical microscope, just under a micron,

is

a major

limitation.

Small angle light scattering (SALS) has also been used
director field. This technique is useful for special cases

when

to

measxire structure of the

the director

For schheren textures (where discHnation positions define the director
dischnation density can be monitored using

SALS

[Rojstaczer et

al.,

simply defined.

is

field),

1988].

the relative

SALS

has the

advantage of easily averaging the dischnation density over the whole sample. The type of
average, however,
to first

is

not known. Also, in order to interpret the

data

it

was necessary

use microscopy to show that the schheren structure coarsened through dischnation

annihilation [Nehring and Saupe, 1972].

behavior of lyotropic
(which during flow
to

SALS

is

LCPs

SALS has

also

been used

after shear flow [Nivard, 1989].

to

During relaxation, the director

approximately oriented along the flow direction)

form a banded texture where the director

is

monitor the relaxation

alternately tilted

is

imagined

to

buckle

up and down away from the
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flow direction.
useful

when

The

periodicity of this

banding

is

easily

measured by SALS. SALS

is

only

the director field can be interpreted simply.

The superior resolution

of the transmission electron microscope

(TEM) has been used

recently to image director textures of very thin
films of liquid crystal polymers [Wood and

Thomas,

1986]. This lamellar decoration technique

[1985]. In the previous chapter,

occurs

when

I

From

these TEIVI images,

parameters determining the director
length for distortions
effects of history

structure.

(^),

of a dischnation in

samples via

3.1

(p^).

We can

TEM

An amine

Thomas and Wood

I

wish

to

quantify some of the major
(p^j,

This capability

is

the characteristic

useful in investigating

also obtain information about dischnation

we can measure

We can also investigate the director field

precisely relative

of an inversion wall or that

field.

of thin films,

etch technique

we use image processing

was developed

to

to quantitatively

image director textures

measure

in bxilk

TEM rephcation and HRSEM.

Lamellar decoration of the director and

3.1.1

we can

the dischnation density

and the wall density

an orienting

In addition to

developed by

high. In this chapter

is

observe dischnation interaction because

dischnation positions.

the director.

field:

on the sample texture.

We can

first

discussed the lamellar decoration morphology, which

the primary crystal nucleation density

describe this morphology.

was

TEM

General scheme
Controlled growth of small lamellar crystals

permit direct observation via the

TEM. To

is

used

to decorate the director field to

obtain the lamellar decoration morphology as

described in the previous chapter, the primary nucleation density of crystals must be large

while crystal growth

is relatively slow.

Thin film samples are prepared in the liquid

crystalhne phase, quenched to room temperature, and finally annealed above Tg and below
the melting temperature. During annealing the quenched nematic polymer partially
crystallizes in a lamellar morphology,

where the director

of the

remaining glassy liquid
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crystal .s

normal

to the lamellae.

The techmque

Because the director hes in the plane of the

TEM. The

bright field

field.

the distortions.

To get

When

schematically depicted

film, the lamellae will

m figure 3.1.

be viewed edge-on in

higher density lamellae appear dark, and
serve to decorate the

underlying molecular arrangement of the
the director

is

ft-ozen

nematic, reveahng a

30mn

resolution

effective decoration the crystals should
be smaller

map

of

than the size of

this condition is met, the director is
observed to vary

smoothly with

position.

3.1.2

Phase contrast
In the previoxis chapter

we have

already taken advantage of diffraction contrast to

observe the lamellar size and shape of TLCP crystalHtes.
In order to image the
director field, phase contrast

image the lamellar

must be

used.

The

objective lens

map

must be defocused

periodicity. In figure 3.2, a lamellar decorated

sample

is

of the

to properly

observed at

focus and underfocus to display the effect of phase contrast.

In the defocused image, the lamellar repeat
figure 2b

is

is

clearly evident.

The defocus used

in

useful for measuring the average orientation of the lamellae as a
function of

position.

The

non-diffracting lamellae are not clearly visible in figure 3-2(a).

The reason

for

this is that the in-focus condition actxially filters out low fi-equency information.
There are a

number

of factors in electron microscope imaging which

damp high

ft-equency information,

but the principle factor in damping low fi-equency information

is

lens as described by the contrast transfer function (CTF) for a

weak phase

CTF
Cg

= sin(:cCsX3k4/2 +

(3.1)

is

the wavelength of the electrons, k

frequency (distance*^), and Af is the defocus. Small k

Af =

0.

The CTF

object:

TcXAflt^)

the spherical aberration coefficient, X

is

the focusing of the objective

is

is

the object

always damped, especially when

acts as a filter in Fourier space, so the resulting

the object with the CTF. The amplitude of the Fourier transform

image
is

is

a convolution of

proportional to the

Lamellar Decoration Technique

Nematic
n = moiecular director
{Pd.T,

t,

H, €)

quench
(

>

1

CC/sec)

Glassy Nematic

anneal
(Tg <

T<

T^)

Semicrystalline
n normal to lamellae

30nm
Crystalline lamellae decorate the director

Resolution -

field

30nm

Thomas & Wood, Faraday Disc.Chem.Soc.

79,

229 (1985)

Figure 3.1 Schematic of lamellar decoration technique.

Figxire 3.2

Phase

of - 34|im.

contrast, (a)

TEM image at zero defocus.

(b)

TEM image at imderdefocus
(Continued next page.)
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Contrast transfer fxinction as a function of object frequency and defocus.
Figure 3.2 Phase contrast.
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density differences in the object. Since the
difference in density between the crystal and
the
glassy nematic

is

approximately 20%, the

CTF

does not need to be very large to image the

lamellae.

For the lOOCX
100

JEOL TEM

keV = 3.7pm. From

figure 3.2(c),

band from approximately

1.6 to

high frequencies the signal
negative.

aOnm

From our

in our laboratory,

data,

is

we

= 6.7mm and the wavelength at

see that the microscope at zero defocus has a
pass

0.7nm. The signal from larger features

very conftised since the

we know

CTF

damped while

at

from positive

to

oscillates wildly

that the periodic spacing of lamellae

(k=.033 nm-l). This distance

is

is

approximately

almost completely damped at zero defocus; the

is

CTF(k=.033 nm-l,Af=0) = 7x10-^, As the defocus becomes more negative,
the pass band
shifted to lower

and lower frequencies as shown

in figure 3.2(d).

is

Although the optimal

defocus', for best contrast is

^fopt

=

d^/2?i

= (30nm)2/(2(0.0037)) = 120^m,

(3.2)

a defocus of -10|j.m gives better images because both contrast and resolution are necessary.
Figure 3.2(bj shows the sample at defocus of approximately -34|im. The lamellae periodicity
is

apparent, but the individual crystals are somewhat blurred in the image.

3.1.3 Director

and lamellae are orthogonal

Electron diffraction shows that the director (of the remaining glassy liquid crystal)

normal
field

to the lamellae

we

[Wood, 1985]. By superposing the diffraction pattern and the bright

image formed from the 000 spot

molecular director,

is

is

perpendicular

(figure 3.3(a)),

to the lamellae.

it is

shown that the chain

direction, or

Also from the diffraction pattern alone,

see that both the crystal and glassy nematic equatorial reflections are superposed,

(of the crystal) is parallel to

n

(of the glassy nematic).

the chain direction and the lamellae

is

i.e.

c

The orthogonal relationship between

further elucidated in figure 3.3(b). This figure shows

a crack which has grown following the chain direction in a sample with a banded texture.
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The

director field here has a sinusoidal-type
variation due to

described in chapter

Figxire 3.3

The

mcomplete flow ahgnment as

6.

director

is

orthogonal to the lamellae,

(a)

Superposition of the diffraction

pattern and the bright field image formed from the 000 spot estabhshing the
orthogonal relation between the long dimension of the lamellae and the chain axis.
Because the equatorial reflection of both the glassy nematic (the diffuse spot) and the
crystalHne lamellae (the sharp arc) are superimposed, the chain axis in the crystal is
(Continued next page.)
parallel to the director in the remaining glassy nematic.

Figure 3.3 The director is orthogonal to the lamellae, (b) A banded texture in a thin film
which has been subsequently subjected to stress. A crack has followed the sinusoidal
trajectory of the molecules.
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3.1.4 Resolution

The images reveal features
and disdinations are seen

xn the field of oriented lamellae.

in figure 3.2(b).

Both inversion walls

The discHnation hnes and inversion walls
are

both perpendicular to the film surface.
Figure 3.4 shows a schematic
discHnation.
director field.

strength,

s,

The discHnation

in the lamellar field is rotated
with respect to that in the

The most common types

equal to +1/2 and

TEM image of a

of discHnations seen in these
polyesters are those of

-1/2.

Figure 3.5 shows a melt spread sample of
TQTIO-M, where the discHnation density

approximately 7/nm2. In this image, there are 115
k discHnations and 114

(The sum of the strengths of discHnations in a
sample tends

Figxire 3.4

Schematic

TEM image of a discHnation.

represent lamellae.

-rr

disdinations.

to zero in order to

Lines represent director

make

field;

the

boxes

i
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Figure 3.5

TEM image showing -200 disclinations.

and the director may be characterized by the
- T/^im^,
= 115,
= 114, ^ = 37nm.

direction is approximately vertical)

following measurements:

This sample was melt spread (flow
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distortional free energy finite.)

Uns image shows

separations of lOOnm. The dischnations

microscope image since

500nm

is

the

the discHnations well resolved-even
at

m this image would not be observed in an optical

maximum

resolution possible.

The lamellar decoration

technique permits visuahzation of the texture
at high resolution.

3.2

Image processing

measure the

to

director

We are interested in measuring ^ as

a function of x and y in order to learn
about the

physics of the material and of the defects contained

m the material.

The angle ^ can

of

course be measured at any point using a protractor.
However, the process quickly becomes
tedioxis.

To facihtate unbiased data

The process

developed.

is

collection of n(r),

demonstrated in figure

an image processing algorithm has been

5.6.

An image of a

disclination

is digitized,

as shown in figure 5.6(a), using a video camera. Only the
center 256x256 of the 512x512

image

is

used in order

image

is

scanned, and at each step, an image

image

is filtered

to avoid peripheral

with a

image distortions introduced by the camera. The

Hamming window,

is

as

extracted, as

shown

in

(c).

shown

in (b).

The extracted

The Hamming window has the

following transmission as a function of radius:

T

= 0.54 + 0.46

T

= 0

where d

is

,

for r

< d/2

for r

> d/2

(3.3)

the size of the extracted image. The windowed image

(figure 5.6(d)),

peak

cos(27cr/d)

in the

and the director orientation

is

Fourier transformed

determined from the angular position of the

power spectrvim. Because the Hamming window

artificial orientations

is

is circularly

symmetric,

are not introduced in the Fourier transform. Additionally, the cosine

dependence as a fimction of radius ehminates circular ringing

in the transform.

AppHcation and results of this technique are described in chapter 5 [Hudson
1990].

et

al.,
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Image Process

c

window

Image processing algorithm, (a) Digitized image, (b) Extracted image from boxed
region in (a), (c) The extracted image filtered through the Hamming window, (d)
The Fourier transform of the windowed image.

Figiire 3.6
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3.3

Amine

etch technique

The lamellar decoration technique

to

image the director

field of thin film

crystal polymers is extended to bulk
samples. Interlamellar material

a methylamine solution, and the polymer
surface
resolution scanning electron microscopy

is

is

hquid

selectively etched

m

observed via transmission and high

(TEM and HRSEM).

Optical and electron

microscope images are compared. Resolution of
distortions in the director

field

are hmited,

not by microscope resolution, but by the periodicity
of the lamellae (~ 30nm) used to
decorate
the director

Regular and random semi-flexible and regular rigid
crystalUzable

field.

polyesters have been successfully imaged.

Thin films are very useful

for studying material

and discHnation defect

In the case of thin films, the orientation of the molecules
film.

The

is

distortions in the director field are well defined

Bulk samples do not provide

properi^ies.

confined to he in the plane of the

and only bend and splay

exist.

well defined constraints for distortions; however,
other studies

using bulk samples are possible. These studies include texture-rheology
relationships at

high resolution and the

effects of flow

on disclination core structure. In

present observations of films too thick to be observed directly in

TEM,

this section,

I

yet thin enough that

the distortions are well controlled. Use of thick films can facihtate observations
of director
field features.

The method

for

imaging bulk samples

is

a straightforward extension of the thin film

lamellar decoration technique of Thomas and Wood. To image bulk samples, the sample

is

again prepared in the Hquid crystalhne phase, quenched, and annealed. The same lamellar

morphology nicely decorates the

TEM,

so a surface

is

surface or material

The surface
polymer is etched

prepared

may be
is

cut

director.

for etching

away

to

The sample

is

too thick to directly view in the

and rephcating. The surface may be an external

prepare an internal surface.

then repHcated following Organ and Barham's method [1988]. The

for 10-60

minutes in 5-30% methylamine solution in water at 20-40^0.

Conditions vary since different pol3Tners have drastically

difi'erent etch rates.

The amine
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cleaves ester linkages,
in

fomnng an annde and an

water and methanol.

TEM of etched

alcohol. After etchzng, the

sample

is

washed

than films indac^tes that the
noncrystalhne matenal

etches faster than the ciystalHne. Therefore,
after the etch, the edge-on lamellae
protrude

from the polymer surface.
Subsequently, the surface
to

prepare a rephca suitable for

may be shadowed

TEM. There

is

with Pt at 30°, and coated with carbon

inevitable loss of detail

where the lamellae

are parallel to the shadowing direction. To obtain
the rephca, the polymer

fuming H2SO4. This method

is

is

dissolved in

a general scheme which can be apphed to any
ciystallizable

polyester.

The etched polymer surface may

The sample

is first

also be directly observed

by low-voltage

HRSEM.

sputtered with Au/Pd for approximately 15 seconds.
This preparation

reduces charging due to the electron beam even though the coating
continuous. Actual sputtering time

is

is

thin and probably non-

sample dependent. The sample

secondary electron emission using a Hitachi S-900

field emission,

is

then observed via

immersion lens

keV. The low accelerating voltage used reduces charging because

it is

SEM

at 1.0

close to the crossover

voltage for these polymers. The reduction of charging due to operation at low voltage
in turn

reduces the amount of conductive coating (which will obscure surface detail) that must be

apphed

to successfully

chapter

6,

image these samples. The

were taken by D.

HRSEM images, in this

chapter and in

L. Vezie.

This etch technique enables observation of magnetically oriented
thin enough to be directly observed via

TLCP films.

Films

TEM (circa 50-lOOnm) do not orient readily due to a

relatively strong interaction with the substrate surface. However,

l-2^m thick films of

OQ5a#6, the random

magnetic

Bitter National
first

semi-flexible polymer, have been

Magnet Laboratory. To

ahgned

in a

field at

the

create a texture of inversion walls, the sample

is

oriented by shearing prior to magnetic ahgnment. Optical microscopy reveals that a

high degree of orientation

is

achieved as pol3rmer in the nematic phase

sHde using a spatula. The shearing direction

is

is

sheared on a glass

placed orthogonal to the apphed magnetic
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field direction.

others
first

it

As the

Guyon

et

al.

[1979].

The resulting structure

230OC

for

Subsequently walls pinch

semi-flexible material, that

and annihilate each

was oriented

in this

90 minutes), was etched in 5% methylamine/HsO at 20oC

Optical and low and high magnification
figure 3.7. In the

off

consists of loops of inversion walls of
various size

A sample of the random
field at

the director rotates clockwise in some regions
while in

rotates counter-clockwise. Initially
a periodic structure of inversion walls forms,
as

described by

other.

field is applied,

for

and shape.

way

(13.5T

40 minutes.

HRSEM images of inversion walls are compared in

HRSEM images m figures 3.7(b) and 3.7(c) the lamellae appear bright and

the selectively etched interlamellar spaces that contained
noncrystalhne material appear
dark.

The variations

in the director field are easily revealed

structure of the inversion wall

is

by the lamellae, and the

observed in the high magnification

HRSEM image.

Other

apphcations of this technique will be described in the following chapters.

3.4

Future Work

Bulk samples having nonplanar textures can be observed using
as well. In that case the lamellae would not appear edge-on.

the director,

p~
where p^
due

is

Any

this etch technique

out of plane component of

should result in a increase in the apparent period of the lamellae:
Po/cosvj/

(3.4)

,

the lamellar period.

to uncertainties in

I

do not expect, however, that

it

would be easy

viewing angle, local fluctuations in the lamellar period,

chain axis with respect

to the

to

measure

\(i

tilting of the

lamellae normal, and local distortions in the director

field.

To

evaluate such effects, macroscopically oriented samples could observed. Bulk samples could

be oriented via a magnetic

field,

and internal surfaces having

different orientation with

respect to the apphed field could be prepared.

The appearance

of an

image of a disclination would depend on both the character

of a

dischnation (twist or wedge) and on the angle that the discHnation hne makes to the surface.
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Figure 3.7 Optical and

HRSEM micrographs of magnetically oriented film of a random semi-

TLCP (13.5T,

230°C, 90 minutes), a.) Optical micrograph. The magnetic
field direction is vertical. Crossed polars are oriented 45*^ with respect to the field
direction. Two inversion wall loops are shown.
b. ) HRSEM micrograph of the identical region in figure 2a.
c. ) Higher magnification view of boxed region in figure 2b.
flexible
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Well defined discHnations

may

be prepared by making a sandwich of
three uniformly

m the two outer films should be parallel while the director of the

oriented films.

The

middle layer

orthogonal to that in the outer films.

is

director

sandwiching process.

If

Some

dzschnations will be formed in the

the director hes in the plane of each
film, then dischnations having

only twist character are formed. Cutting
surfaces which intersect the disdination
at
different angles

few

mm)

would be useful

for

estabhshing image interpretation. Thick sandwiches
fa

are desired in order to observe the sample
cross section.

middle film

is

If

the director of the

aligned perpendicular to the film, then
dischnations having both twist and

wedge character are formed.

3.5

Summary
In both this chapter and the previous one, the lamellar
decoration technique has

been shown
contrast

is

to accurately reveal the director field texture of
the

nematic precursor. Phase

responsible for properly imaging the higher density lamellae, which
grow

perpendicular to the director. This technique has been used
information of both disdination position and the director

program used

to

measure the

to obtain quantitative

field.

local orientation of the director

increases the techniques applicabiUty.

The image processing

from a

TEM image further

A versatile etch technique to directly image the

director texture of bulk samples of crystalhzable hquid crystalhne polyesters

is

presented. Polymers of different molecular architecture have been imaged by

and TEM. The superior resolution

also

OM, HRSEM,

of the lamellar decoration technique combined with the

opportunity to investigate thicker samples enables novel observations of inversion wall and
dischnation structure.

CHAPTER 4

ANNEALING:
DISCLINATION INTERACTION IN QUIESCENT, UNORIENTED
SAMPLES

The pairwise

interaction of disclinations in the absence of
any orienting field

fundamentally understood (assuming equal

elastic constants); it is

interactions of line charges. However, comphcation
arises

when

analogous

is

to electrostatic

calculating the annihilation

rate of a collection of disclinations because each
dischnation interacts with

all

others

m the

system. Topics of interest are the asymptotic time
dependence of annihilation and the
structure of the annealed sample. Other workers have
experimentally investigated the time

dependence using microscopy [Shiwaku
1988J.

Pd

IS

The

et

al.,

1987] and light scattering [Rojstaczer et

investigations give similar results for the annihilation behavior:
pj ~

the dischnation density.

The anneahng

of

an

initially

random array

simulated in this chapter. The viscous force of dischnation motion
elastic force on

is

t

-

0-7^

the

to be

known

assumed

to cancel the

each dischnation. Assviming equal elastic constants and viscosity
to

along the hne of separation between disclinations. The simulation reproduces

result of annihilation time of a pair of dischnations proportional to the square of

their separation.

power law:

where

of dischnations is

independent of orientation causes both the force and the velocity of a dischnation due
another

al.,

~

The dischnation density

f*^-^^,

of a large collection

over two decades of time. This value

is

but larger simulations and better experiments are necessary
the asymptotic time dependence.

The

calculated throughout the simulation.

dipole

It

moment

was observed

to

obey the

consistent with experiment,
to

more confidently measure

of the collection of disclinations

was found that the

dipole of an initially

was

random

collection of disclinations decays slower than if the disclinations annihilated randomly.

Dischnation annihilation

sample

is

is

observed to slow dipole decay. The structure of an annealed

concluded to be disordered yet not random. Pair distribution functions calculated
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reveal that an initially

random

dischnation separation. This

distribution

eflFect is

is

depleted at small

more prominent

r/d,

where d

is

the average

for the pair distribution of like-signed

dischnations

4.1

Theory

As we have seen from the introductory

chapter, the dischnation

defect in nematic materials. Their behavior in the
presence of various

great interest. However, in this chapter,
defects interact only

among

we wish

is

the characteristic

apphed

to discuss the simplest case

themselves. Understanding this behavior

is

fields is of

where the

prerequisite to

understanding more complex behavior. The basics of dischnation
interaction have been

known

some twenty

for

We wish

years.

to

review these as well as investigate some new

questions involving large numbers of interacting dischnations.

We first consider the case of equal
interaction are well understood,

and

elastic constants,

where the basics

later the efi'ect of elastic anisotropy

of dischnation

which

is

imderstood

for nearest neighbor interactions is reviewed.

The
equation

is

director field, as described by

hnear, so solutions

^ = I

where the

i*^

Sj

may be

tan-i((y-yi)/(x-2q))

+

is

must

satisfy the Laplacian. This difi'erential

superimposed:
(4.1)

,

dischnation has strength

dimensions; the situation

0,

Sj

and

is

positioned at

equivalent in 3 dimensions

when

rj

=

(x^, y^).

We consider 2

the structure

is

invariant in

the third dimension. In this case the dischnations run parallel to the third dimension (or

The

thickness of the film).

g = k/2

((1)^2

+

(t)y2)

where subscripts denote
g(r)

The

total

=

=

(4.2)

,

differentiation. Substituting equation 4.1 into 4.2,

k/2[stot 2:{Si/(r-ri)2}

energy

Stot

distortional free energy density is given as:

is

ZSi

only finite

= 0

.

-

2:(SiSj(rj-ri)2/(r-ri)2(r-rj)2}]

.

(4.3)

if

(4.4)
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We also need to consider the dischnations
because the energy diverges when
free energy, G,

where

is

r^^

r-r,

0.

have some

finite core size,

r„ and energy,

With these assumptions, the

g,,

total distortional

is:

the distance between the

Although the

=

to

effect of

ith

and jth dischnations and G,

each disclination extends

the total core energy.

is

to infinity, the distortion

due

to a given

discUnation dies out with distance because of its
interaction with others. The force on a
dischnation

%
where

=
is

due

i

to

dischnation j

-27ukSiSjr,/ry2

the vector:

electrostatics.

The

-

is

found by differentiating equation

,

r,.

This interaction

force/unit length

why

is

an

infinite

the strength of a disclination

useful construct whach

I

exactly analogous to two dimensional

between dischnations (no matter how long)

to the electrostatic force/unit length of

this analogy,

4.5.

is

hne charge.

It is

is

analogous

easy to see, in light of

sometimes called a topological charge.

use both in this chapter and in chapter 6

is

that of a dipole

A

moment

of a collection of dischnations.

Note from equation 4.6 that hke signs repel and opposite signs
dischnations combine, they produce a

new

attract.

If

dischnation having a strength equal to the

sum

of

those combining. Dischnations of opposite sign, which attract each other, tend to approach

each other and annihilate. Because this process
in a quiescent

hquid crystal sample tends

therefore coarsens with time.

and

to

know

It

is

spontaneous, the number of dischnations

to decrease with time.

would be useful

to

know

at

The

director field structure

what rate the texture coarsens

the interdisclination structure of an annealed sample.

In addition to the elastic forces, there are viscous drag forces on a moving
disclination.

fv

where v

is

coefficient

-

By dimensional arguments,
YeffV

the force /unit length of a disclination

(4.7)

,

the velocity of the disclination and

is:

Yeff

effective rotational viscosity

(assumed independent of the orientation of the

director).

Both

this

assumption
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and the eqm-constant assumption mean that
both

and

along the hne of dischnation

f, act

separation. In addition, pseudo-equihbrium
is assumed, so these forces

dischnation are equal and opposite. Or stated
another way,

energy

is

dissipated during flow. If r

is

the change in elastic

the dischnation separation, this assumption
leads to

the following relationship (from equations 4.6
and

-

all of

actmg on a

4.7):

''^

(4.8a)

and integrating,
t
^

~ r2
(4.8b)

For an isolated
to the

time to annihilate

is

predicted to be proportional

square of the separation. Dreizin and Dykhne [1972] are
credited with

this result. Sonin et

20^m

pair, therefore the

thick films of

al.

[1976] were the first to experimentally verify

MBBA between

electric field, dischnation pairs

two metalhzed glass

plates.

it.

Upon

first

deriving

They studied 10

application of an

were formed. The dischnation hnes were perpendicular

the film, so two dimensional behavior was observed. The

initial

-

AC

to

dischnation separation and

the time required for their annihilation were measured using optical microscopy.
The actual
rate of dischnation motion depended strongly on film thickness, because the distortional

energy providing the driving force
energy, which

is

is

one source of drag,

annihilation time

was proportional

4.2 Experimental

work

Many bodied interaction
microscopy by Shiwaku et

Shiwaku

al.

proportional to the thickness, L, but the anchoring
is

independent of L. For each thickness, however, the

to the initial separation squared.

of dischnations

optical

[1987] and using hght scattering by Rojstaczer et

et al. solvent cast poljTner films

isotropic films

has been investigated using

were then heated rapidly

al.

[1988].

with one free surface onto a covershp. These

to a set

temperature at which the polymer became

nematic. Dischnation hnes were observed perpendicular to the film, so two dimensional
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behavior was observed. The dischnations
were counted as a function of time. They found
that the disdination density varied as:

(4.9a)

Unfortunately, less than an order of magnitude
in time, from 25 to 140 seconds, was
investigated.

The disdination density was approximately

Rojstaczer et

al.

briefly to the isotropic

performed similar experiments.

phase before quenching

it to

assumed proportional

results are very similar to

Shiwaku

to the

et

A solution

the nematic.

intensity position of the scattered hght as a function
of
(distance-l) is

0.1/^m2.
cast film

was

first

They measured the peak

anneahng

The peak

time.

al.'s:

is significantly

elastic constant.

4.3

(4.9b)

too only investigated approximately a decade in time, from

time scale

position

square root of the discHnation density. Their

- t-0.74±0.2
^

They

heated

longer than Shiwaku et

The disdination density

is

al.'s

estimated

lOmin

to

240min. Their

because their polymer has a smaller
to

be approximately O.l/^im^.

Computer simulation
In computer simulation,

we have

the capabihty to easily measure both the

asymptotic time dependence of the disdination density and the structure of discUnation
positions.

Equal numbers of positive and negative dischnations are

in a square region

disdination due to

embedded
all

others

initially

in a discUnation free region of infinite extent.
is calculated.

The

velocity of each disdination

randomly placed

The
is

force on each

assumed

proportional to the force. During a small time step, the dischnations are allowed to

with their prescribed velocity. The length of time

has the largest velocity

(i.e.

is

chosen so as to

let

the one which has the closest neighbor) to

move

the disdination which

move

the smaller of

either a fixed distance (1/128 of the original square region) or half the distance to its closest

neighbor. All other dischnations will
calculated,

and the process

is

move

repeated.

less.

When

After each time step the velocities are again

dischnations of opposite sign meet (separation
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~ 10-6 unit square), they are said to be annihilated and
are removed from calculation.

Calculation continues until no disclinations
remain.

The same assumptions used

to derive

t

~

r2,

are used in the computer simulation. In

hght of this, the computer simulation was checked
against
of dischnation separation vs. time, figure 4.1.

The time

this relation as

shown

in the plot

scale in these simulations is

arbitrary. In reality the time scale will be
proportional to y.g/k. This has been quahtatively

demonstrated by Rojstaczer and Stein [1988]. The time
scale
effects.

The

et al. [1976].

effect of film thickness

The

will also

be influenced by other

and surface anchoring has been demonstrated by Sonin

specific structure of the core is expected to affect
the

mobihty of a

dischnation and the time scale of annihilation, because some
discUnations

may need

to

drag

chain ends with them to accommodate the large amount of
splay contained within the core.

Mazelet and Kleman [1986] have observed much higher mobihty
a

7t

dischnation in a semi-flexible

TLCP melt.

If the disclination

for a -k dischnation

motion

of material aroxmd the dischnation core will also be a factor [Cladis et

is

al.,

than for

very fast the flow
1987].

Disclination Annihilation

t(103)
Figure 4.1 Annihilation of a

±7r

disclination pair. Disclination separation, d, vs. time.
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Simulations were run with an

ranging from 200

The

to 1500.

initial

The number

number

of randomly placed dischnations

of dischnations

plots of dischnation density versus
time

may all

of time.

be superposed by scahng the

dischnation density by the initial dischnation
density,
1/Pd°.

was recorded as a function

p,o.

The time must

also be scaled by

Figure 4.2 shows data from six different
simulations superimposed by this scaling.

The asymptotic slope
p

^ t-

0-84

is

also

drawn and measured

to be:

+ 0.1
•

(4.10)

The experimental and simulation

results are in good

agreement with each other, considering

the large error estimates for both. The simulation
results span approximately two decades of

asymptotic behavior. Larger simulations are needed

to

more accurately determine the

Disclination density vs. time

Pc/Pd

0.01

1000

100000
t

10000000

(l</[yeffPd ])

Simulations of initially random 200, 400, 600. 800,
1000, and 1500 disclinations are superposed by the scaling indicated by the axes.
After an induction period, asymptotic power law behavior is observed.

Figure 4.2 Disclination density

vs. time.
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asymptotic time dependence. Note
that there
behavior

is

,s

an induction penod before asymptotic

reached. This induction period
would go to zero as the imtial density goes
to

infinity.

To charactenze the structure

m,

of the array

m

=

was

Zs^rj

of the annealed daschnat.on array,
the chpole

moment,

calculated at each step:
.

(4.11)
If

the array were random,

(4.12a)

However, the observed behavior in figure 4.3

m

is:

~ pO.4
(4.12b)

m/m'

Pc/Pd
Figure 4.3 Reduced disclination dipole moment vs. reduced disclination density. The
straight line has a slope equal to 0.5. If the discUnations disappeared randomly, the
simulation results would be expected to fall on this line. The results, however, are
systematically above this line.
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The

total dipole

moment

therefore decays slower than if the
discUnations annihilated

randomly. Of course the dischnations do not
annihilate randomly; the close disdinations
annihilate

first.

Also

we can

see from the very end of the simulation
that annihilation slows

the rate of dipole decay. Just prior to
annihilation, the total dipole

moment

the contribution to the total dipole from the
one pair (dischnation dipole)

The structure

of

an annealed sample

commonly known as a schheren
shown

in figure 4.4.

collection of ~
defect.

Some

The

texture.

initially

is

Lehmann

A snapshot of a

random array

is

is

typical asymptotic structure is

of 1000 dischnations has annealed to this

m one type of

type clusters are also observed.

Initial results of pair distribution calculations reveal
that

distribution

removed.

disordered yet not random. This structure

90 disdinations. Note that some regions are concentrated
nearly

is

decays rapidly as

depleted at small

r/d,

where d

is

an

initially

random

the average disdination separation. The pair

distribution function of opposite sign disdinations

is

nearly zero for radii less than a few

tenths of the average disdination separation. For hke-signed dischnations, this
depletion
distance

is

approximately doubled. More accurate pair distribution functions need

calculated by averaging over

many

to

be

time steps.

TEM observations of quiescent samples have also been done. A thin film of TQTIO-M
was

solution cast onto a carbon coated glass shde

to develop a

and annealed

for

2 hours at ISO^C in order

schheren texture. After quenching and anneahng, the sample was placed on a

microscope grid and viewed directly in

TEM. The

film thickness

was approximately lOOnm.

Figure 4.5 shows the lamellar decoration morphology formed from the schheren precursor.

The dischnation arrangement appears
snapshot figure

4.4.

If

many

(~ 1000) dischnations

function could be measured from

have a clear advantage over
structure.

to be very similar to that observed in the simulation

were imaged, the pair distribution

TEM micrographs.

Microscopy and computer simulation

light scattering in the abihty to

measure the interdischnation
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Figure 4.4 Snapshot of structure formed upon annealing an initially random
array of 1000
disclinations. Approximately 90 are shown remaining, tc dischnations
are shown
white and -n dischnations are shown dark. The figure is 0.9L on a side, where L
is
the size of the initial area within which the dischnations were randomly placed.

4.4 Future

As

work
I

have mentioned,

in order to better

measure the asymptotic time dependence,

larger simulations are necessary. Using the present scheme of calculating the force on one

discHnation due to
sensible to

make

all

others, however, the total calculation time goes as (p^^)^, so

the algorithm

more

efficient.

Although

disclination interacts with all others in the sample,

it is

it is

it is

rigorously true that each

imnecessary. The effect of a given
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Figure 4.5

TEM micrograph of a qmescently prepared thin film

of the +

and

-

TQTIO-M. The
n discHnations are marked with a plus and minus signs.
of

positions
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discHnation dies out fairly rapidly due to
cancelation of effects by

its

nearest neighbors.

If

only a set of disclinations surrounding a
given disclination were used to calculate the force
on

the discHnation, the total calculation time
would go as (Pd°)2ln(pdO). Keeping track of the

nearest neighbors can be done using a Voronoi

However, more than one
force.

The main problem

mesh

defined by the disclination positions.

shell of neighbors is probably necessary
to accurately calculate the
is

deciding which neighbors to include. The effect of
two

discHnations close together will cancel each other. However,

if

only one of the pair

is

included the effect of that one will be far out of balance.
To minimize this problem, the
criterion for selection should be distance

of including only one

member of a

and not

shells of neighbors, so that the probabiUty

discHnation pair

is

reduced.

The

criterion distance should

be a few times the average discHnation separation. To update the neighbor
Hst which
criterion, only the nearest neighbors of the

To measure the interdiscHnation

fits

the

outermost discHnations will be checked.

structure, the pair distribution function will be

calculated. Also other pair distribution functions can be calculated between Hke-signed

discHnations and also between opposite signed discHnations. The distance will be scaled by
the average disclination separation in order to determine

if

the structure

is

self-similar in

the asymptotic regime.

Other investigations could easily be done.

anneaHng behavior when the mobiHties

of positive

It

might be interesting

and negative

to calculate the

disclinations are

dramatically different. The next chapter describes recent observations of aggregation of

chain ends at

+7t

discHnation cores. This aggregation of chain ends

discHnation motion

if

the velocity of the disclination

is

chains. This implies that the time scale of discHnation

whether the average discHnation
velocity defined

by the diffusion

comparable

anneaHng

is

to

is

expected to retard
the diffusion rate of

expected to depend on

velocity is less than or greater than the characteristic

rate.

-

CHAPTERS

DISCLINATION STRUCTURE

The

TEM lamellar decoration technique,

discussed in chapter

3,

enables direct

visualization of the molecular orientation of a hquid
crystalHne polymer. Determination of

the bend to splay elastic constant ratio from the
measurement of the relative amounts of
distortion produced by a dischnation

was

first

proposed by Frank [1958]. Previous

experiments on small molecule hquid crystals [Nehnng and
Saupe, 1972] were unsuccessful

due

to a lack of resolution.

The 30nm

sufficient to allow quantitative

resolution of the lamellar decoration technique

measurement

of the

bend

is

to splay elastic anisotropy.

Until recently elastic constants of only a few materials have
been measured. Most

commonly
transition)

investigators have used a critical field to produce

some

distortion (a Freedericksz

[Zheng-Min and Kleman, 1984], or have measured the ampUtude of thermal

fluctuations by hght scattering [Se and Berry, 1987]. Both of these techniques
require the

formation of a uniformly aligned sample, which

These techniques

crystal.

however, sometimes

yield

difficult to

is

relatively easy for a small molecule

independent measurements of the

remove

all

hquid

elastic constants. It

is,

the defects in thermotropic hquid crystal polymer

samples.
Since disclinations produce distortions in the director

field, relative elastic

constants

can be obtained from measuring the relative amounts of distortions produced by a
dischnation.

The true value

of these observations, however, hes in their potential to yield

information of dischnation core structure.
In order to ascertain the core structure of n dischnations, the apparent splay and

bend

elastic anisotropy. Eg, is

semi-flexible

measured as a function

main chain hquid

of radial distance. Both a rigid

and a

crystal polyester are studied. Results demonstrate a special

structure of the core at radii less than about several molecular lengths.

The

rigid material
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splays significantly more at the core. At a
distance of lOOnm,

the asymptotic value,

e,

(at a distance of l^im) is

approximately

material bends more at the core; e^(lOOnm) ~ 0.1 and

£

The presence

0.

approximately

-0.4,

yet

In contrast, the flexible

~ -0.15. These results can be

understood in terms of the molecular lengths and
relative
materials.

is

hqmd

rigidities of these

of hairpins in the flexible chain polymer

is

thought

to

crystalhne

be shght. The

core structure observed results from large distortions
present at the core.

5.1 Dischnation structure as a function of elastic anisotropy

In a thin film, the director
case, the director

may be confined

has only one degree of fi-eedom,

to

(j),

he

in the plane of the film. In this

the angle with respect to

some

fixed axis

contained in the plane. Dischnation lines are normal to the surfaces. Also,
only two
distortions

- splay and bend - are

The

present.

distortional free energy density

due

to

a

single isolated dischnation at the origin is given in polar coordinates as:

g = k/2r2

where

(()

2(1 +

independent of r.

is

e=
where k^^

(8(j)/ae)

ecos2((t)-e))

e is

(5.1)

the elastic anisotropy:

(kii-k33)/(kii-(-k33)

is

the splay and kgg

elastic constant.

(5.2)

is

Minimi2dng the

the bend elastic constant, k =

(kj^^

+ ^33)/^

total free energy, G, leads to the following

is

the

mean

second order

non-linear differential equation.

0 = 320/302

In the case where
case where -1 <

e = p

£

e

<

(1

=
1

+
0,

ecos2((|)-e))

+

the equation

(23<j)/3e

is

-

(5.3)

(3(J)/3e)2)esin2(<t>-e)

linear and

was solved by Dzyaloshinskii

was

solved by

Frank

[1958].

The general

[1970].

((l-(-£cos2x)/(l+p2£cos2x))l^2dx

(5.4)

I

where p
valued:

is

a constant (such that p2 <

1/ £
1

I

)

and

is

defined by the condition that

(])

be single
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n = (s-l)pj ((l+ecos2x)/(l+p2ecos2x))i/2^
0

where

s is

the strength of the discUnation as defined before.

Solutions of

m

for

are shown in figure 5.1(a).

k discHnations
It is

= +1/2) and the corresponding director patterns

evident that the structure of these defects depends

dramatically on the elastic anisotropy,
is

(s

e.

At the

limits

where

e

reaches ±1, the director field

completely void of the more costly distortion.

Figure 5.1(b) shows that the

depend only weakly on the

elastic anisotropy.

more nodes, and the ampHtude
For

this reason,

minimum

fi-ee

energy configurations for -n dischnations

Due

to the

symmetry

of this defect,

of deviations from the equiconstant case

we concentrate our measvirements on k

(cj)

= -6/2)

m
is

has

Umdted.

dischnations. Note that for the -k

S = -1/2
0

(b)

(a)

Figxire 5.1

Minimum

free energy configxirations calculated for (a)

disclinations as a function of

configuration and vice versa.

£.

re

(b) -k

A change in the sign of e produces an orthogonal
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discHnation, at the Hmits where the elastic
anisotropy
to

is

±1, the director field cannot adjust

completely remove the more costly distortion. For
both types of dischnations, a change in
i

sign of e produces an orthogonal director

field.

Therefore bend of the lamellae indicates

splay of the director and vice versa. To illustrate
lamellae, are

drawn perpendicular

hash marks, corresponding

this,

to the director in figure la (e

=

Because the structure of dischnations can be observed
via
decoration techmque, the value of e can be measured form

Furthermore, the core structure
anisotropy,
large.

Two

e^,

±1).

TEM and the lamellar

TEM images of dischnations.

may be investigated by measuring the

apparent elastic

as a function of radius. Near the disclination center, the
distortions become

different consequences of the increased distortion

linear corrections to the
distortion

Frank

elastic theory described

becomes large compared

may be

envisioned. First, non-

above become important when the

to the molecular size.

These corrections lead

apparent rise in the splay constant when the splay distortion approaches
molecular length. Similarly, they lead to an apparent

bend approaches

where p

1/p,

polydisperse, the distortion
to rsal

changes in the

measure

to the

is

rise in the

1/L,

to

an

where L

is

the

bend constant when the

the persistence length. Second, because these materials are

may promote

segregation of different species at the core leading

elastic constants. Regardless of these ambiguities,

real structural variation at the dischnation core

we

are able to

by measuring the apparent

elastic

constant as a function of radial distance from the disclination center.

5.2 Core structure review

The structure
reasons.

The

defects

of dischnation defects in liquid crystals

show

is

interesting for various

a wide variety of topological structures [Mermin, 1979].

also appear to dominate rheological behavior at

the heart of both of these issues

is

however, the structure of the core

some deformation rates [Marrucci,

They
1984].

the structure of the disclination core. Unfortunately,
is little

known. Even theoretical work

is

not well

At
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advanced. Disclinations of strength ±2n in
umaxial materials are free

to

third dimension and therefore have a
non-singular core as described by

The
transition.

infinite

±7t disclinations,

The unescaped

Meyer

structure has a singularity at the core.
Such a structure has

avoid this singularity. The

mode

weak

of distortion

directors

Ranganath, 1986]. This phase change

is

by escaping

may be

will distort in

to a

is

affected by a

number

energies,

and

The

may

second order resulting in a diffuse boundary
is less clear.

interface between nematic

predicted to be of molecular

to

umaxial core [Chandrasekar and

Ericksen [1970]

proposed that approaching the singularity, the material would
experience a
transition to an isotropic core.

some way

not obvious, however. Biaxial nematics

between the phases. For uniaxial nematics, the situation

and the core

[1972].

however, can not escape-unless the material
undergoes a phase

energy density at the center. Obviously, the
material

avoid a singularity in the

escape into the

size.

and

isotropic

first

order

would be sharp,

Outside the core the structure

may be

of factors unconsidered by Ericksen: surface tension, director
anchoring

elastic anisotropy

in the highly strained core

[Chandrasekar and Ranganath, 1986]. The

may have

elastic constants

values different from that in the bulk.

Schopohl and Sluckin [1987] have recently calculated the structure of ±rr
disclinations within the

Landau-deGennes framework. They

core continuously changes from uniaxial to biaxial, with

find that the material near the

maximum

biaxial character at

distance from the center of the core. The radius of maximum biaxiahty

may change

some

with

temperature.
In light of these studies which predict inhomogeneous structure at the core of a
dischnation,

we wish

to investigate the

apparent splay and bend Frank elastic constant

anisotropy as a function of radial distance from the disclination. To date, the most

informative experimental study of disclination core structure
[1986].

From

is

They studied a polymeric system where the splay-bend

that of Mazelet and

Kleman

elastic anisotropy is nearly

optical microscopy evidence, they conclude that the k dischnation core is larger

scatters light

much more

strongly than the -k dischnation.

They suggest a

large

and

1.
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concentration of chain ends at the k discUnation with
vertical director aHgnment for the -k

An

discHnation core.

aggregation of chain ends at the n discHnation core
would introduce

splay distortion. This increase in splay distortion
would reduce the apparent elastic

anisotropy near the core.

A core of different apparent elastic anisotropy in small molecule hquid crystals
(SMLC)

(if it

were possible) might not greatly influence the mobihty of a
discHnation. In

polymers, however, such a concentration of chain ends would

make

discHnation motion non-

conservative and significantly decrease their mobiHty. Cladis
[1987] has observed the

dynamics

of

-tc

material with

discHnations in small molecules. The discHnation core drags surrounding

it

as

it

moves, in order

to

reduce director rotations. In polymers, a

concentration of chain ends at a discHnation core

Kleman

possible by the

[1985].

this behavior.

Mazelet and

[1986] observed higher mobility for the -k than for the k discHnation.

The present work concerns the

made

may enhance

The

Therefore

director

we are

static structure of the core.

Such an investigation

is

TEM director imaging technique developed by Thomas and Wood
is

revealed in the

TEM images by crystalHne lameUae 15nm thick.

able to probe the radial structure from approximately the scale of the

lamellae to a fraction of the separation between discHnations (~
significantly better than

any other presently available

to

l|j,m).

This technique then

is

measure the structure of

discHnation cores.

We use image
anisotropy

is

processing to automate measuring the director. The apparent elastic

then measured as a function of distance from the discHnation in order

to gain

understanding of the core of a discHnation.

5.3

Sample preparation
In this chapter,

flexible,

and

I

compare the core structure of two

TQTIO-H. This polymer has

isotropic at 267°C.

its

different polymers.

One

is

glass transition at 67°C, becomes nematic at

The molecular weight is estimated

to

be - 18,000 g/mol from

semi-

231°C
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intrinsic viscosity

measurements. The length,

L, for the fully

extended polymer

approximately lOOnm. Because the repeat unit
contains a 10 carbon

polymer may

fold or

form hairpins [de Cannes, 1977].

effective length, L.^, is significantly reduced.

polymer has

its

If

is

flexible spacer, the

many hairpms

are present the

The other polymer, QT-OEOM,

is rigid.

This

glass transition at 120oC, becomes nematic
at ISQoC and isotropic at 224oC.

Estimating the molecular weight

to

be 5,000, L

is

approximately 25nm. In this case, due to

inherent molecular rigidity, hairpins are impossible.

To measure the apparent

we would

discHnation,

important

effect

elastic anisotropy as a function of distance

from a

ideally like isolated dischnations. DiscHnation
interaction is a very

and can dominate the

(assuming weak anisotropy)

differs

results.

For a

tz

from the true value

dischnation, the

measured value of e

by:

A£, ^ 2r/3d

where

(5 6)

r is the radius at

which the apparent

elastic anisotropy is

measured and d

distance to the neighboring dischnation. (This equation will be derived
If

we want

to

hmit the

effect of dischnation interaction to

dischnation separations greater than

7|Lim.

The

effects of

is

the

m later discussion.)

A£^ - ±0.1, then we desire

many

neighboring dischnations

may or may not cancel.
This requirement for dischnation separation

is difficult to

achieve in typical

thermotropic hquid crystal polymers (TLCP's). The technique of surface tension spreading

on hot phosphoric acid

may work well

sometimes. The acid

is

at a temperature above the

crystal-nematic transition yet below the isotropization temperature of the polymer. The sohd

polymer melts

to the

mesophase and spreads on the

at least several seconds, the film

temperature
texture

is

acid.

During

is

acid. After allowing the film to relax for

quenched by transferring the film on hot acid onto room

transfer, the film floats as a semi-sohd body, so the resulting

not significantly oriented. The director field

H sample was

is

then near equihbrium. The TQTIO-

spread at a temperature of 240^C. This technique lacks reproducibihty,

however, as distortions are sometimes introduced during the flow.
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A more reproducible method of obtaining a schlieren

texture of disclinations

separated by several microns has been developed
which works especially well for the rigid
material. Polymer, placed between a glass
slide

form a film approximately l^m

The covershp

is

oscillatory sheared

schlieren texture results.

200«C

itself.

The sample

The

QT-OEOM.

is

is

is

thin

enough

melted on a hotplate

is

heated again

to the

to

ensure a planar texture.

to

cooled to hquid nitrogen temperatures,

QT-OEOM

for a few minutes. Finally, the

resulting polymer

film

coverslip, is

by hand with slow rate and small ampHtude.

shdes are cleaved apart. The sample
surface to smooth

The

thick.

and a

mesophase

A coarse
and the two

to allow the ft-acture

sample presented here was held at approximately

sample

is

quenched in room temperature water. The

glassy with few crystals. Figure 5.2 shows a glassy schlieren texture
of

This especially brittle polymer cracked along the local molecular director during

quenching, resulting in the meandering pattern of hairline cracks seen in

figxire 5.2.

These

cracks present an interesting decoration method of their own. Also however, their presence
raises the issue of polymer shrinkage

upon quench. Shrinkage

results of this work. Isotropic shrinkage has no effect on the

is

not expected to cloud the

measured values

of e

Anisotropic shrinkage (different shrinkage parallel and perpendicular to the chain) changes

shghtly the value of £3, but the change in

Wood and Thomas'
oscillatory shear

e^^

is

independent of r.

lamellar decoration technique requires thin films, so the

sample preparation technique described above, requiring films at least l|im

thick, is not directly useful.

We therefore

use the etch technique described in chapter

Figure 5.3 shows a replica image of a dischnation present in the

hairhne cracks, seen in figure

5.2,

QT-OEOM

3.

sample. The

appear as the large dark features in figure

5.3.

There

is

inevitable loss of detail in the upper right of this figure where the lamellae are parallel to the

shadowing

direction. This loss of detail presents a complication.

The

core structure which has been measured in this work

may

also be qualitatively

seen by eye. To demonstrate, figure 5.4 shows sketches and images of disclinations having
either

more bend

or

more splay

at the core.
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Figure 5.2 Optical Micrograph of QT-OEOM thin film in the glassy state. A schheren
texture is frozen in. The thin dark filaments shown are hairline cracks which formed
when the polymer was quenched to room temperature. These cracks are parallel to
the director.
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TEM replica micrograph showing the core region of a

discUnation in QT-OEOM.
The large dark featiires are the cracks which were observed in figure 5.2. The
striations are due to the lamellar crystals which are normal to the director.

Figxire 5.3

t:
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TEM micrographs comparing the discHnation core structure of QT-OEOM and
TQTIO-H. (a) An disclination of the rigid polymer QT-OEOM which has more splay

Figure 5.4

at the core. Because the lamellae are perpendicular to the director, the lamellae
appear to bend more at the core (see also fignre 5.3). The discHnation center is
marked with an arrow. Inset is a sketch of a disclination having more splay at the
core.

The

shown as the solid line while the lamellae which are
(Continued next
the director are drawn as hash marks.

director

perpendicular to

is

page.)
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TEM micrographs comparing the discUnation core structure of QT-OEOM and
TQTIO-H. (b) A K discUnation of the flexible material which has more bend at the

Figxire 5.4

core.

The lamellae appear

more bend

at the core.

to splay

more. Inset

is

a sketch of a dischnation having
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5.4

Data

collection

Initial

measurements were done using a

nucrograph of a

disclination in the

rr

TQTIOH

constants from the director field of a
defect,

protractor. Figure 5.5(a)

is

a

sample. In order to determine the elastic

we measure

the orientation of the lamellae at

various positions about the discHnation
with respect to a fixed axis. To obtain
orientation of the director, 90 degrees

from

(a) at

a radius of 1.6^.

The

is

elastic

TEM

<t,,

the

added. Figure 5.5(b) shows the data
^(9) collected

amsotropy

is

determined from a least squares

fit

of

the theory to the data.

To facihtate unbiased data
in chapter 3 has been used.
step, the

windowed image

is

collection of n(r), the

image processing program descibed

A soft Hamming window is stepped

over the image. At each

Fourier transformed, and the director orientation

is

determined

from the angular position of the peak in the power spectrum.

Although the lamellae in an image such as figure
sufficient noise

where the lamellae are

parallel to the

5.3 are cleariy seen

shadowing

power spectrum does not contain a strong peak corresponding

by eye. there

is

direction, that the local

to the lamellae.

Because the

lamellae are cleariy seen by eye, the image can be accurately and reproducibly
traced with a
pen.

The tracing

is

then digitized and processed. Figure 5.6 shows the superposition of a

trace,

and the map

of the

Hamming window,

in processing this

of local

image

normals

to the director field calculated

from the

trace.

The radius

as characterized by the radius at half maximum transmission, used

is

77nm. The calculated

director field accurately reproduces the

trace.

The images
replicated.

of the flexible polymer,

They do not

suffer the

TQTIO-H, are

problem due

which were not

to shadowing, so both traces

themselves were processed to calculate the director

used in processing was 67nm.

of thin films

field.

and the images

The window radius

at half max

I
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Figure 5.5
for

(a)

Electron micrograph of the

measuring

varying

£.

e.

(b)

TQTIO-H polymer showing a k

Data taken from

(a).

The

line

disclination used

through the data was

fit

by
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Figure 5.6 Results of the image processing (shown as hash marks) overlaid on a trace of
figure 5.3. Both the trace and the hash marks are perpendicular to the calculated
director.

5.5

Data analysis

Output from the processing program

is

the director angle,

()),

at data points

corresponding to the location of the center of each window. The position of the disclination

can easily be measured from the superposition of the image (or trace) and the director

To measure the apparent

elastic anisotropy as a function of distance

field.

from the disclination,
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<^(r,e)

<D(r,0).

data

is

desired. All data points inside the
shell between r

The number

of data

obtained from figure

5.3;

The apparent
OCr.e), to

pomts increases with radms. Figure

and r+Ar are included
5.7

shows

<t,(r,e)

in

data

Ar = 39nm.

elastic anisotropy,

is

determined by the least squares

the first order perturbation expansion
in terms of

fit

of the data,

[Caroh and Dubois-Violette.

1969].

We)=

ney2

-

where n

is

+

ne/2

^5^^

n(4-n)/(4(2-n)2) sin((2-n)(e-e„))

the Frank index, and e„

perturbation

is

a sine function,

e

is

the orientation of the dischnation. Because
the

may be

calculated from the Fourier coefficients of the

Calculation of

0

2tJZ

:c

7c/2

2tc

e
Figxire 5.7

Data taken from figure

5.6 at

two different

The curves which

fit the data
are generated from the Fourier coefficients calculated 6"om the data as described in
the text. Eg at 0.12|im is -0.45;
at LO^m is 0.07.

radii.
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perturbataon part of the data
least squares

fit

to the data.

(<t.(r,e) -

ne/2).

Because <^^,

These Fourier coeffiaents are known
as

independent of r, each radius

independently. Only the pertinent Fourier
coefScients are calculated: a„
i

= 2-n.

(aj is

e„

the

and

i*^

b^,

a„

a is a measure

-

where

from the coefficients as follows:
(5.8a)

'

= 4(2-n)2/(n(n-4))

a=

and

cosine coefficient.)

£3 are calculated

=

treated

is

a^,

to give a

tan-M^/hO

{a^2

+

b.2)iy2 cos(a)

,and

(5.8b)

.

of the phase shift

^5

between the

i^h

Fourier coeffiaents and the orientation of

the discHnation. a, therefore, determines the sign of
£3. For an isolated symmetric
discUnation,

a is an

integer multiple of

n.

If the disclination is distorted, aj

distortion. If the type of distortion is

and

bj

may both

known, then the

include a contribution from the

effects of the distortion

may be

subtracted from the coefficients. Distortions due to dischnation interactions are
discussed in
the next section.
If there is noise in the data,

(t)(r,e),

only the contribution due to the noise which

phase with the orientation of the discUnation

will

be included. The effect of noise

is

is to

increase the error bars in the calculation of £„.

Figure 5.7 shows data from figure 3 at r = 0.12|iin and
fitting function in

each case. The root

sum square

error

is

1.0 l^m

and the calculated

0.445 and 0.633 radians

respectively.

5.6 Results

and discussion

Figure 8a shows

same

for

e^Cr) for

a few n dischnations of QT-OEOM. Figure 8b shows the

TQTIO-H. Figure 8c shows the

respective types of curves in a

Various isolated measurements on other samples are hsted in table

5.1.

and b averaged.

in
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Rigid

(a)

polymer

'a.

r(jim)

Semi-flexible polymer

(b)
1

0,9

-

a.a

-

0,7

-

0.5

-

0.5

-

0.4.

-

'

1

0

I

I

t

1

0^

0.+

>

'

o.o

o.a

r(iam)
Figure 5.8 e^{t) results for
polymers.

(a)

QT-OEOM

,

(b)

TQTIO-H and

(c)

average curves for both
(Continued next page.)
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Core structure
Effect of polymer stiffness
0.3

4

o.a

-

0.7

-

0.5

-

0

0.2

0.5

O.-t

O.a

1

Figure 5.8 (c)Average curves for both polymers.

Table 5.1 Other elastic anisotropy measurements.

polymer

radius

TQTIO-M

200nm
200nm
200nm
lOOnm

0Q5a#l

Results demonstrate that there

0.15

0.16
0.29
0.03

is

about 400nm. Note that the core region
rigid material splays significantly

approximately

-0.4,

more

is

a special structure of the core at radii less than
diffuse rather than having a sharp boundary.

at the core.

yet the asymptotic value,

contrast, the flexible material bends

more

e,

At a distance of lOOmn,

(at a distance of l|im) is

at the core;

e^dOOnm) -

0.1

is

approximately

and

The

e - -0.15.

0.

In
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These
to

resTilts follow

nonlinear corrections

hairpins,

if

and results
1982].

of chain ends (or

in the splay elastic constant proportional
to the molecular length,

become

corrections

significant

of splay approaches 1/L. Similarly, the

bend approaches

p«L,

Frank theory. Splay requires the aggregation

they are possible). Aggregation of chain ends,
however, costs the system entropy

Nonhnear

amount

to

the trend expected for rises in the apparent elastic
constants due

1/p,

where p

is

and increase the splay constant when the

bend constant increases when the amount of

the persistence length. For flexible liquid ciystals, where

the splay constant will be increased significantly before any
change

bend constant. For

L [Meyer,

rigid materials, however,

where p

is

at least L, the

is

observed in the

bend constant

is

observed to be larger than the splay constant [Odijk, 1986].

Approaching a discUnation, both bend and splay distortions tend
Therefore at radii less than a few L, flexible polymers will tend

reduce the aggregation of chain ends or hairpins. The bend

independent of radius while the splay constant

will

near the dischnation.

is stiff,

If,

however, the polymer

to

to

grow as

1/r.

bend more in order

elastic constant will

apparently increase,

to

be

will increase

the entropy penalty of aggregating

chain ends will be paid to avoid bending. The apparent bend constant will increase more
rapidly towards the dischnation center than the splay constant. Consequently,

will

decrease at the core. These trends precisely are observed in figurQ

in

radii less

than 400nm

is

8.

The change

at

consistent with the molecular length of each polymer—

approximately 25-lOOnm. Since the

effect of hairpins is principally to

molecular length thus reducing the core
hairpins/chain are present.

size,

And hairpins

we

reduce the effective

expect that no more than a few

are not more abundant within the core because

increases there.

Not only the trend

of

£3,

but the asymptotic value,

molecular structure. For both polymers, £

is

£, is

also indicative of the

nearly 0 even though the stiffness of the

molecules are very different. These polymers neither behave as flexible molecules of infinite
length

(£

"

1)

or as completely rigid rods

(£

approaching

-1).

Increased stiffness of a molecule
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tends to decrease

while increased molecular length tends to increase

e,

polymers, the molecular length
field

which

may be

may not be

its effective

formmg

length. Chain ends cause a stress

may be enhanced by hydrogen bonding of acid

end groups [Mazelet and Kleman, 1986]. The

formmg

For both of these

canceled by the coupHng of an opposite chain end [Meyer,
1982]. Coupled

chains are effectively longer. This coupHng

length by

e.

flexible

polymer

may

hairpins in the chain. The ten carbon spacer

a tight fold. Although the similar values of

e for

also reduce its effective

certainly capable of

is

the two polymers suggest either

chain end coupling in the rigid polymer or some hairpins in the flexible
polymer, the
existence of chain end coupling or hairpins cannot be proven without observations of
e3(r) as

a function of molecular weight. Changes in both the radii of the core and the values of e as a
fimction of molecular weight would reveal the presence and importance of either chain

coupling or hairpins.
Impurities and polydispersity of molecular weight

may also be

important. To

increase the concentration of chain ends near the core, lower molecular weight material

may

be segregated. The increased concentration of chain ends near n disclinations in rigid

polymers

may retard

We now turn
approach. First,

we

their mobiUty.

discuss the fitting function used to find

perturbation fimction vaHd only
to

and Hmitations

to a discussion of possible sources of error

when

e is small.

our advantage that e never gets very

strength of the discHnation and the

How good is

big: -l<e<l.

number

e.

The
this

The quahty

of data points.

The

to our

fitting function is a

approximation?

of the

fit

also

effect of the

It

works

depends on the

nimiber of data

points, however, is not significant, since low frequency coefficients are being calculated. For

a K discHnation and infinitely

and 0.48 when

e=0.5.

many

Near the

data points, the calculated value of

core, there are

fewer data points

e is calculated to

fitting fxmction is off by at

be 0.89

most 15%. For

when

£=1. So for the

typical values of

e,

when

e=l,

to calculate the coefficients.

At the discHnation core the ntmaber of data points may be as few as 8
data points are used,

e is 0.85

and

points.

When

only 8

extreme values of e, the

for

both

±7t

discHnations,

Ill

the fitting

Wtion is accurate to better than 5%.

and b are not

The

significantly affected

dischnation

is

is

effect of the

term of the

on the other hand, quite

very small, the effect of a neighboring

isotropic part:

(.5

tan-i((y-dsine^i)/(x-dcosed))

the position of the neighboring dischnation with Frank index
n^. To find the

last

<t)(e)

is

term in equation

= %J2 + e/2

effective

5.9.

For a

dischnation interacting with one neighbor,

7t

th(

approximately:
e 3/4 sinO-e^)

-

+ n^{Q^-K)l2

-

(5.10)

n^l2 r/d sin(e-ed)

change in the observed

Ae = n^ 2/3

e is:

r/d cos(Q^-Q^).

(5.11)

This can then be subtracted from the calculated value of e
5.8(a)

significant.

neighbor on the calculated value of e, simply calculate the appropriate
Fourier

director field

The

be,

e n(4-n)/(4(2-n)2) sin((2-n)(e-e„))

+
0^

elastic anisotropy is

dominated by the

-

d,

can

fitting function.

nQJ2 +ne/2

(t)(e)=

where

by our choice of a simple

effect of discHnation interaction

Taking the limit when the

Clearly the trends observed in figures 8a

showed data corrected

uncorrected data from

to get a corrected value.

for dischnation interaction in this

QT-OEOM. A variety

of orientations

Figure

way. Figure 5.9 shows the

and distances

for the

neighboring dischnations are represented. The correction well accounts for the divergent

behavior of the uncorrected data.

The
The three

-jc

fold

dischnation

symmetry

is

much more immune

of the -n dischnation

to the effects of

which hmits the

neighboring disclinations.

effect of

e,

also

hmits the

effect of neighbors.

A similar analysis can be made of the effect of miscentering the origin on the
dischnation:
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<!)(e)

= n/2 tan-H(y-Arsined)/(x-Arcosed))

(5 12)

e n(4-n)/(4(2-n)2) sin((2-n)(e-e„))

-

+ ney2

where

Ar, 0^ is position of the disclination

discHnation, the director field
<t)(e)=:e/2

-

And

+

is

with respect

(5 13)

+ QJ2

the effective change in the calculated value of e

Note that

is:

cosf 9^-60).

this effect goes as 1/r.

For a k

approximately:

Ar/2r sinO-Gj)

e 3/4 sin(e-e„)

Ae = 2/3 Ar/r

to the coordinate origin.

(5.14)

The observed structure

Rigid
Uncorrected

in figure 5.8 also is approximately

polymer

for disclination interaction

r(|im)
Figure 5.9

e^(t)

raw data

for

QT-OEOM.

disclination interaction.

Figure 5.8(a) shows data corrected for neighboring
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1/r.

Obviously,

to miscentering.

than or equal
observed

very important to evaluate

it is

how much

In good quahty images as in figure 5.3, the error
in miscentering

to the lamellar period. This

amount

of error could contribute at

due

is less

most

1/3 the

effect.

Thermal

fluctuations,

which

will

vary with film thickness,

sample temperature before quench, may contribute
sample

of the observed effect could be

is

to

error in the elastic anisotropy

is

elastic constant,

and

spread in the data. Assuming that the

thin and that the fluctuation inside a radius

mean square

mean

R is independent of radius,

the root

given as:

<Ae2>iy2 ^ (kBT/kt7cln(R/r^))l/2

where k

is

the

mean

the dischnation.
R/re - 500,

elastic constant,

We can

t is

estimate from

the film thickness, and

oxir

and T - 400oK) that <A£2>1^2 ^

is

conditions (k - lO'^dyne,

the radius of the core of
t

~ 5xlO-^cm,

o.02. This is a sHghtly smaller deviation

than

those mentioned above.
Finally, other contributions to error

may

be avoided by careful experimental

procedure. Rapid quenching assures minimal errors due to the crystalUzation, or decoration,
process.

Low

electron dose

when

directly

imaging thin films minimizes error due

radiation damage. Chemical crosshnldng, which occurs as the sample
electrons, causes shrinkage

damaged samples

normal

therefore give a

is

irradiated v^ith

to the lamellae, or along the chain direction.

measurement for

e that is

to

more negative.

Highly

We find for

these samples that doses less than 10"^C/cm^ result in negligible shrinkage. This dose

more than an order

of magnitude smaller than the crystal lifetime (4x10'^ C/cm^) as

measured by the fading

of the equatorial diffraction spots. All micrographs used for oxir

measurements were obtained with a dose
samples do no suffer from

of less than lO'^C/cm^. Note that the replicated

this restriction.

In conclusion, there are a
elastic constant

is

number

of factors

which

may introduce

error to these

measurements. The largest source of error is neighboring disclination

interaction. Fortimately, for these polymers with

weak

elastic anisotropy, the

major
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contribution due to neighboring discHnations
results.

Non-hnear

The second

time.

The

dischnation.

however,

5.7

is

may be

effects of dischnation interaction

largest contribution to the error

is

and subtracted from the

calculated

can not be evaluated at the present
misjudging the center of the

effect of this type of error is strongest
at the dischnation. core.

The

error,

estimated to contribute, at most, 1/3 of the observed structure
at the core.

Future work
This work

is

a very interesting start in exploring the core structure of dischnations.

Perhaps more, however,

compared

to the

it is

molecular

a demonstration of what happens
It just so

size.

when

the distortion gets large

happens that the distortion only gets

this large

near a dischnation.

The next step should most
two defects should be strikingly

certainly be to compare

different!

the gradient in distortional energy density

shown

in figures 5.10 (a)

and

(b).

The

is

and

-n dischnations.

And

the

sign of splay for these two defects relative to

is opposite.

The splay

tt

Positive

and negative splay are

positive for k dischnations

and negative

for -n

dischnations.

The

difference

between splajdng from a region

distortion (as in the case of k dischnations)

of high distortion to a region of low

and splaying from a region

of low distortion to a

region of high distortion (as in the case of -tc dischnations) should be a very significant effect

when

the distortion becomes nearly the molecular

arbitrary

amount

of splay can be accomodated, as

dischnation, the splay

may only reach

size.

In the case of the n dischnation,

shown

an

in figure 5.10(c). In the case of a

-tt

approximately 1/L before the structure must be

altered to avoid the large density fluctuation shown in figure 5.10(d). In thin films, the film

thickness can easily vary to accomodate the desired density fluctuations. For thin films

spread on phosphoric acid, both
increased at
in order to

rt

fill

Wood

dischnation cores and
in the gap

[1985] and

it is

I

observe that the film thickness

decreased at

where a molecule

will

-tt

is

dischnation cores. In bulk samples,

no longer be able

to

accomodate splay, several
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Fignre 5.10 Sketches of splay distortion near a -7C disclination. (a) Positive splay, (b)
Negative splay, (c) An arbitrary amount of splay may be accommodated at a tt
disclination. (d) Rigid monodisperse rods cannot accommodate an arbitrary amount
of splay at a -k disclination. A large density fluctuation is shown. If the sample is
polydisperse, lower molecular weight material can segregate to the core to
accommodate the splay distortion as shown in (e). If the chains are flexible, hairpins
may aggregate at the core as shown in (f). If neither (e) nor (f) are possible, twist
and/or bend distortions

may compensate

as

shown

in (g).
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things

may

happen.

(figure 5.10(e)). 2.)

distortions

1.)

Successively lower molecular weight fractions

The polymer may form hairpins

may mcrease (figure

Figure 5.11 shows a

if it

5.10(g)), i.e. increasing the

at the core,

i.e.

5, 10(f)).

segregated

3.)

Twist or bend

observed elastic anisotropy.

TEM image of a -k disclination in the QT-OEOM sample

described before. Comparing this figure to figure
5.1(b),

more

can (figure

may be

the director

which at the core require density

bend can only be moderately

may twist

or

fluctuations.

altered, their

it

appears that the lamellae splay

bend at the core

to avoid splay distortions,

Because the relative amounts of splay and

measurment

is

subject to greater uncertainty.

Perhaps a larger molecular weight polymer producing a larger core

size will aid in this

investigation.

As mentioned above, varying

the molecular weight of the polymer should give

interesting results on the relative importance of chain end coupHng or hairpins
in that

particular polymer.

Investigation of these molecular structures can also be aided by precise temperature
control

and extremely rapid quenching. Measurements very near

temperature should give very different

would also be interesting

results. Hairpins should

to observe the

the core structure altered?

Is

to the isotropization

be

much more prevalent.

sample during a phase transition

to the isotropic. Is

the core perhaps a nucleation site for the isotropic phase

[Ericksen, 1970]? (If not, investigations of the phase transition, both from nematic to
isotropic

and

isotropic to nematic, will be interesting in their

own

right.

How

the phase

is

nucleated and the nature of the interface between phases have not been investigated.)

Blending of various materials together provides another useful perturbation of the
system. If a small

amoimt

of flexible

component were blended with a

stiff

TLCP,

it

might

conceivably segregate at the dischnation cores, relaxing the distortion. Both miscible and

immiscible blends should be studied. The random semi-flexible polymers are blends

themselves of molecules of varying

flexibililty.

It

Above the biphasic temperature, the most

Figure 5.11

TEM micrograph of a replica

QT-OEOM

polymer.

showing the core region of a

-tt

disclination in the
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flexible molecules segregate to the isotropic
phase.

How

molecules.

The nematic phase

is

now

richer in stiffer

does this segregation alter the core structure?

5.8 Conclusions

The high

resolution of electron microscopy together
with the lamellar decoration

technique of Wood and Thomas enables observation of
dischnation core structure in polymer

Hquid

crystals.

The

core structure

elastic anisotropy, e^,

which

is

is

analyzed in terms of the apparent bend and splay

measured as a function

of radial distance from k disclinations.

Results demonstrate a special structure of the core at radii
less than about 400nm. The size
of the core

much

is

bigger than

expected to be proportional
polyester

is

to effective

At a distance

of

lOOnm,

approximately

EadOOnm) -

for a small

molecule Hquid crystal, and

it is

molecular length. The core for a rigid liquid crystal

observed to be different from the core structure in a semi-flexible main chain

hquid crystalhne polymer. The

l|j,mj is

we would expect

0.1

and

e

is

0.

~

-

rigid material studied splays significantly

approximately

-0.4,

yet the asymptotic value,

more
e,

at the core.

(at a distance of

In contrast, the flexible material bends more at the core;
0.15.

These results can be understood

in

terms of the molecular

lengths and relative chain rigidities of these Hquid crystalhne materials. Because the size of

the core in the flexible material

is

a few molecular lengths

Chain ends are strongly aggregated
foimd

to

be nearly

0.

The

effect of

we

conclude hairpins are few.

at the core of the rigid material, e for both polymers

neighboring dischnations

is

found

accounted for by an expression which assumes weak anisotropy.

to

be fairly well

is

CHAPTER 6

ORIENTED TEXTURES

In practice, liquid crystal polymers are very
often oriented by an electric field or by

now. In chapter

1,

we saw

that an orienting influence causes the energy density
to be

dependent on orientation as well as on the gradients of the

director.

As a consequence,

distortions are no longer arbitrarily long range but die out
over a length,

^,

which

is

equal to

the square root of the ratio of the coefficients in the energy density
expression. The resultant
structure of the director field
of this wall

is

may

be an inversion wall having a sohton structure. The width

approximately 2^.

In chapter

1, it

was suggested that the

relative values of ^

and d

(the average

disclination separation) together govern the director field texture, as illustrated in figure
1.11.

In the presence of weak fields, where ^

the presence of the field

example, in figure 4.5

is

The

average disclination density,

At intermediate

d,

dischnations form a schlieren texture, and

A schheren texture has been observed, for

inconsequential.

(p. 89).

»

director field

may be

described most rudimentally by the

p^.

field strengths,

where

studied before. Because disclination positions

^

d,

dischnation interaction has never been

may be

precisely observed via

TEM, we can

gain basic understanding of disclination interaction in magnetically and flow oriented
samples.

We are able to precisely describe

disclination interaction in oriented
disclination interaction

reduce the dipole

is

moment

the fundamental difference between the

and unoriented samples, and

discovered.

When

a

principle of

4 " d, dischnations interact in such a

of their cluster; pair interactions no longer dominate.

of interactions are hmited to only nearest neighbors,

and

Lehmann

cluster.

way

is

as to

The number

clusters of dischnations form

have zero topological dipole moment. The simplest example which
the quadrupole or

new

which

commonly observed

is
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At high

fields,

where

^

«

d,

inversion walls form between dischnation dipoles.

The

director field is further characterized by the
wall density, p^.

Each

of the types of textures in figure 1.11

these observations

we

introduced in chapter

is

observed via microscopy. Through

are able to characterize the texture in terms of
the few general lengths
1.

The dischnation and wall

the micrographs, and ^ (and the elastic constant)

densities can be

may be measured

measured

directly

from

from the observed

structure of complete mversion walls. Director textures
induced by flow and magnetic

alignment are discussed. Interpretation of extensional flow oriented
textures

is

simpHfied by

recognizing the analogy to magnetic ahgnment.

The evolution
is initially

of the director field during alignment

ahgned perpendicular

to the

apphed

field,

is

discussed. If the director field

a periodic structure of incomplete

inversion walls forms. Subsequently, the walls interact and annihilate; the wall
density

reduced- The surface

is

shown

to strongly retard director

ahgnment in thin

films. This

retardation also contributes to the formation of the periodic structure which

Dischnations in the presence of an apphed
chapter,
in a

I

magnetic

field is derived

is

observed.

have been very httle studied. In this

discuss both their structure and their interaction.

The structure

of a dischnation

using a perturbation expansion. Their interaction

determined by measuring the relative positions
Discussion of the energetics of the

6.1

field

Lehmann

is

is

of dischnations in^oriented samples.

cluster

is

aided by finite element calculations.

Sample preparation

6.1.1

Magnetic

field

Magnetic

alignment

field

alignment was performed at Bitter National Magnet Laboratory,

Cambridge, MA, using a 15 Tesla superconducting magnet equipped with a heater as shown
in figure 6.1.

wide enough

A thin film sample
to just fit inside a

placed parallel to the magnetic

lp.m thick)

is

prepared on a glass substrate, which

6mm inside diameter glass carrier tube.
field, so

The tube

is

is

then

that the field direction lies in the plane of the film.
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Magnetic Field Experiments
sample

>

pre-shear direction

Bitter National Magnet Laboratory
N2

£Xow

tieatezr

(-to

^s

"u.

400C)

p « o o n ci^l c:

ma.grn^ t

cz

i.

n

o i. I- s

3mrn

H (0.5-15.3T)
Figure 6.1 Schematic of magnetic
Laboratory.

field

alignment apparatxis at the Bitter National Magnet
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The magnetic

field

may range

continuously from 0.5 to 15.3T. The magnetic

field is quite

uniform; over the length of the sample (~
1cm), the variation of the magnetic

than 1%. The temperature

may

sample

N2

is first

flushed with

heating, the

N2

rubber tube

is

to

is

(4 psi for

reduced

to that

psi).

20

to

400oC. The

one minute) to provide an inert atmosphere. During

which can barely be heard when the quarter inch

placed in one's ear. After a specified

room temperature

(again using 4
is

flow

also be controlled in the range ft-om

field is less

at a rate of 10-20oC/sec to

ahgnment

time, the sample

room temperature with a flow

is

of

quenched
gas

Because the temperature of the atmosphere in contact with the
sample

measured, the true quench rate of the sample

is

expected to be shghtly slower.

Subsequently, the sample can be observed outside the magnet using
either optical or
electron microscopes. Four different TLCP's have been ahgned
at fields ranging ft-om 3 to

15T.

6.1.2 Pre-shearing

ahgnment

To create a texture
phase was

first

of inversion walls

(i.e.

where

sheared on a glass shde using a spatula.

^

«

d),

polymer in the nematic

A high degree of ahgnment was

achieved as verified by polarizing optical microscopy. Subsequently, the magnetic

apphed perpendicular
initially

to the

shearing direction.

field

was

A periodic structure of inversion walls

formed during alignment.

6.1.3 Extensional flow alignment

An

oriented polymer thin film, suitable for

spreading of the polymer on hot

H3PO4

The type and rate

It

melts and spreads due to

of flow, however, are not well controlled.

with temperature and with the type of TLCP material.
develops, whereas

if it is

more

rapid,

surface tension

as described in chapter 2 (pp. 38-39). Solid poljmner is

placed on the surface of hot phosphoric acid.
tension.

TEM, may be formed by

If

the rate

is

its

lower surface

The flow rate may vary
slow

moderate orientation develops. In

little

all

orientation

samples the flow
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is

extensional, but the relative planar or biaxial
character

initially biaxial

samples

may vaiy. The

deformation

is

with the largest elongation in the radial direction.
Observation of these

m the optical microscope reveals walls radiating out from the droplet parallel to the

radial (extension) direction. Typically, the spreading
droplet soon breaks up forming fingers

which flow away radially as shown

may be

planar.

of H3PO4.

The deformation within the

The sample may be quenched by transferring

The hot

acid

floating on the surface.
It is in

in figure 2.5 (p.39).

is

is

to a

room temperature bath

dipped into room temperature acid while the

The deformation

rate in this step

may be

TLCP film remains

minimal.

the quench step, however, that the amoimt of orientation can be most easily

controlled. Instead of carefully dipping the hot acid into the

acid

it

fingers

may be rapidly poured into the

acid

quench bath. The

.

room temperature add, the hot

TLCP

skates on the surface and

stretched rapidly into several generally parallel fingers. During this rapid planar

elongational flow, a large degree of orientation

After quenching, the resulting film

the sample

may be

chapter

The sample may be observed

2.

6.2 Inversion walls
6.2.1 Short

annealed

to

is

is

achieved.

glassy. After

washing the

film on a water bath,

develop the lamellar decoration morphology described in
via

TEM or by optical microscopy.

(d»^)

alignment times

6.2.1.1 Periodic structure in magnetically aligned

samples

Using the techniques described above, we can use either magnetic or extensional flow
fields to

ahgn the TLCP's. The presence

which tends
field is

to

much

of either field applies a torque to each molecule

ahgn them along the apphed

field.

smaller than in an extensional flow

The torque per molecule
field [de

in a magnetic

Gennes, 1974]. In both cases, the

director field is aligned over macroscopic lengths.

When

the magnetic field

is

applied perpendicular to the director orientation of a pre-

sheared sample, the perpendicular orientation

is

unstable, and a banded texture

may form.
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As the

field is

appHed, the director rotates towards the

clockwise, while in others

lower the

fi-ee

energy

Because the viscosity
dissipational energy

some regions

In

field.

rotates counter-clockwise. Because

it

n

is

shear flow

is typically less

than that

for

rotates

= -n, both rotation senses

Between these regions the material shears
as shown
for

it

in figure 6.2(a).

pure rotation, the

reduced. In polymers, the difference in
viscosities

may be large

[de

Gennes, 1982]. The shear flow in turn also increases
the reorientation. Periodic walls,
parallel to

H, form as shown

in figure 6.2(aJ.

The

periodic structure does

however increase

the bend distori;ional energy. The wavelength of the
periodic structure which forms

which can be formed

This optimum wavelength decreases with magnetic

fastest.

strength and viscosity anisotropy, and
et

1984].

al.,

The speed

(inertia) of the

Guyon

et al.

X =

where

is

sample [Guyon

et

al.,

1979]. For thick films,
for the

where

and the density

inertial effects dominate,

wavelength of the periodic structure:
(g^^

the rotational viscosity coefficient, 02 and

t^^

are shear viscosity coefficients, p

the diamagnetic susceptibility anisotropy,

H is the field strength.

As the

film thickness decreases

is

and the surface begins

A near monodomain sample of the OQ5a#6 polymer was
ahgnment. Assuming An/n^ ~

0.1,

The sample was ahgned

disclination density,

measured
structure

later),

is

4|im.

p^j

shown

The

in figure 6.2(a),

may be

density,

to the

The resulting

^

= 350nm

I

call

(this vrill

be

~ 5000cm' ^. The wavelength of the periodic

orientation of the director in the alternating domains

ahgned along H. Therefore

applied

described by a low

< lO'V™'^, a small characteristic length,

and a high wall

1984].

the film was estimated from the silver birefringence color

in a 13. 7T field for 10 minutes at 230oC.

texture after partial alignment,

al.,

retard

to

prepared by pre-shear

be about l\im thick. The orientation direction was placed perpendicular

field.

is

the bend elastic constant,

the ahgnment, the wavelength of the periodic structure decreases [Lonberg et

to

field

[2yik33l/2/(j^^H2pl/2(a2/Tl,)3/2)]l/2

is

that

increases with increasing elastic constant [Lonberg

of response is also related to the film thickness

have derived the expression

the density, Xa

and

it

is

the walls incomplete inversion walls.

is

not fully

The structure

of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.2 Periodic structure formed at short alignment times, (a) Optical micrograph, (b)
Schematic director pattern in sample. Bend inversion walls are forming. The
orientation at the svibstrate surface, shown with fine Hne, lags the bulk orientation,
shown with bold hne.
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these walls will be discussed later. The orientation
of the director in each set of incompletely
aligned domains can be measured by optical
microscopy.
crossed polars, the stage

may be

each set of domains the director

rotated alternately to
is

measured

direction. Therefore, during the 10

to

When

the sample

make one

set of the

viewed with

is

domains dark. In

be oriented 22±2o with respect

minute ahgnment, the director in each

to

the field

set has rotated

68±2o.

The importance

of the substrate for the formation of the periodic
structure

evaluated by substituting appropriate values into equation
in this

way

to

The wavelength

6.1.

may be

is

calculated

be approximately SOO^im. Obviously, the substrate surface strongly
retards

the alignment and significantly reduces the wavelength of the
resultant structure.

6.2.1.2 Periodic structure in extensionally

ahgned samples

Quasi-periodic incomplete inversion walls have also been observed in extensional
flows. Figure 6.3

shows a droplet

of

TQTIO-H

that

was melt spread

at 235«C, a temperature

a few degrees above the melting transition.
In melt spreading, the orientation of the initial sample

perpendicular to the applied

field, so

the periodic structure

is

is

not uniformly

not formed via the

same

instability discussed above. Large orientation fluctuations are preexisting in the sample. In

the highly stretched regions (a and b) in figure

perpendicular to the striations in figure

6.3.

6.3,

the director

In regions

a,

the director

the flow direction (radial), and walls are not observed there.
the director

was predominantly

may be

observed

is

Where the

shown

parallel to

walls are observed,

oriented tangentially with respect to the droplet.

formed as some regions rotate clockwise towards the flow where as

it

Bands are

rotates

counterclockwise in the other regions.

Incomplete inversion walls in such a melt spread sample were shown in figure

What

is

3.3(b).

the structure of the incomplete inversion walls? Incomplete inversion walls are, of

course, controlled

by the same characteristic length as when the ahgnment

is

complete.

We

Figure 6.3 Texture development of a nematic droplet of TQTIO-M during surface tension
spreading. The droplet spreads radially from the center as described in the text
(pages 38-39 and 126). The center region shows the precursor schheren texture. The
droplet has begun to finger, and holes are labeled c. Incomplete inversion walls
appear in the region marked b. The orientation of the director is perpendicular to
the striations shown. Uniformly oriented regions are labeled a. (In order to image
both the thick (- l^im) center region (originally bright) and the thin (- lOOnm)
peripheral regions (originally very dark), a diffuse mask was used during printing of
the negative.)
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also expect that the functional form of
the director

is

similar to that in complete inversion

wall.

The sohton
(l)(x)

=

structure of an inversion wall

was

first

calculated by Helfrich [1969].

2tan-i[exp(±(x-x„)/^)]
,

where the center
is

of the

2)

ahgnment inversion wall

is

positioned at

x„,

proportional to the characteristic length of alignment
distortions,

and the width
^.

There

is

of the wall

a

characteristic length for each splay, twist, or bend
distortion:

^ = (V(XaH2))1^2
where
is

H is

^^^^

_

the magnetic field strength,

is

the splay, twist, or bend elastic constant, and
Xa

the anisotropy of diamagnetic susceptibility of the material.
The relative contribution of

the splay and bend elastic constants (and therefore the width
of the wall

if

there

elastic anisotropy) varies with the orientation of the wall with
respect to the

In the transient structure, however, the director

minimum

free energy possible is that of a uniform

model incomplete inversion
this free

walls, therefore,

energy minimum, as shovm in

equihbrium where the

is

domain

static structure of the

model

is

This

magnetic

field.

not yet ahgned along H. The
at

some angle

by assuming that

figxire 6.4(a).

any

is

is

to

H.

We choose

to

locally the field is oriented in

equivalent to assuming pseudo-

assumed

to accurately depict the

instantaneous transient structure. Using this model the incomplete inversion wall has a
structure similar to that of a boundary layer calculated by de Gennes [1974]:

where

<))

=

2tan-l[exp(x/^)tan((t>j/4)]

<()

=

<t)i

is

-

the

6.2.1.3

1.

is

=

of director rotation.

shovm

(!>i

in figure 6.4(b).

(6.4)

x>0

2tan-Hexp(-x/^)tan(<t)i/4)]

amount

from figure 3.3(b)

x < 0

rc

for a

complete inversion wall. Data taken

The model appears

to

be quite sensible.

Future work for studying short ahgnment times

For incomplete inversion walls formed in a magnetic
various times of alignment?

field,

does the proposed model

fit

for
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Model of Incomplete Inversion Wall
IT

*(X)
-

/
•

1

-5

(j)

=

(|)

=

-3

r'

1

x<0

2taii' [exp(x/5)taii((|)/4)]
-

:

-1

x>

2tarL* [exp(-x/5)taii((|)/4)]

0

H

model

I

\

\

\

\

Figure 6.4 The structure of an incomplete inversion wall found in extensional flow aligned
samples, (a) Model. The soUd curve is the actual structure which is formed from
pieces of sohtons. The dashed curve shows the continuation of the piece on the left,
and the dot and dash curve shows the continuation of the piece on the right. In the
lower figure, the original director orientation is horizontal, and the magnetic field
direction is vertical. H^j^^gi is originally horizontal and rotates towards the vertical.
(Continued next page.)
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7C/2

<t)(x)

7C/4 -

x(iim)
Figure 6.4 The structure of an incomplete inversion wall found in extensional flow aligned
samples, (b) Data taken from figure 3.3(bJ.

2.

Observe the

affect of the substrate in

Measure alignment
10,

magnetic aHgnment by varying the film thickness.

of a single film

by

and 20 minutes) in order

time constant

is

optical microscopy sequentially (e.g. after 5,

to

measure a reorientation time constant. The

expected to get very large as the film thickness decreases.

Bulk and surface time constants may be determined.

Measure alignment by
3.

Observe the

EM images,

does

it

agree with

effect of the substrate in magnetically aligned

HRSEM both the free surface

structure

OM?

samples

directly.

and the substrate surface

Image

structure.

via
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6.2.2

Long alignment times

6.2.2.1

Observed inversion wall structure of
magnetically aligned samples
Pre-sheared samples were also aligned for
longer times. Figure 6.5(a) shows

inversion walls in a sHghtly thicker (~
2nm, having a gold birefringence color)

sample ahgned

in the

same

conditions as above for 90 instead of 10
minutes.

characteristics of the texture

have changed. The director

is

OQ5a#6

Two

mam

now ahgned, within a degree

or

two, along the field direction. Also, the
wall density has dramatically decreased from

5000cm-i

to lOOcm-l.

Walls formed in the

initial periodic

structure are of opposite sense.

During ahgnment, these inversion walls attract one
another as described

in chapter

1,

When

the walls meet, they annihilate, and the texture
coarsens.

The ahgned sample was annealed and etched as described
sample was observed using

HRSEM (figure 3.7).

The variations

in chapter 3,

and the

in the director field are

easily revealed by the lamellae, which are perpendicular
to the lamellae. Therefore the

quench rate induced by the 4psi N2 flow

is

rapid enough to inhibit crystalHzation during

quench. The structure of the inversion wall

is

observed in the high magnification

HRSEM

image.

(])

was measured

as a function of distance from a straight section of wall oriented

approximately 40° vrith respect

to the

magnetic

field direction.

A wall

oriented at

with

40*^

respect to the field consists of nearly equal amoxints of both splay and bend distortion.

Therefore the width of such a wall
constants.

The

in order to

measure

data, as

^.

^

shown

to

determined by an average of the splay and bend

in figure 6.5(b),

was found

a chemically similar polymer

is

to

was

fitted to

elastic

equation 6.4 using least squares

be 350nm. Hardouin et

al.

[1985] have

measured Xa

of

be 1.0x10"'^ emucgs/g. Using this value of x^, and assimaing a

density of l.Og/cm^, gives a value of k = 2.3x10-^ dynes. This value

molecule and semi-flexible polymer nematics.

is

typical of small
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Figxire 6.5 Inversion wall texture after long alignment times, (a)

inversion wall loops. Contrast between domains

is

due

Coarsened texture of

to a slight misorientation

between them. The sample, viewed between cross polars, is rotated so that regions
which have rotated clockwise are aligned along the analyzer and appear dark.
Regions which rotated covmter-clockwise, being oriented a few degrees from the
analyzer, are brighter. Interacting pinching off walls, reminiscent of the periodic
(Continued next page.)
precursor texture, are circled.
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Figure 6.5 Inversion wall texture after long alignment times, (b) Inversion wall structure
measured from a HRSEM image of the sample observed in (a).

6.2.2.2 Effect of substrate surface on the kinetics of magnetic

A pre-sheared
was aligned
direction

ahgnment

sample of TQTIO-M having a varying thickness from lOOnm

The pre-shear alignment

in 13.5T field for 2 hours at 184^C (see figure 6.6).

was placed normal

been measured

to the applied field direction.

fi*om three different inversion walls in this

experimental uncertainty, the width of the walls in

with respect to the applied

field.

The

characteristic length,

sample

TQTIO-M

to l|im

is

to

^,

be 350nm. Within

independent of orientation

Also, the elastic constants of TQTIO-M

and OQ5a#6 are

very nearly equal in spite of sHght differences in chemical structure. Both the average

mesogen and the

flexible spacer are shorter in the

has

OQ5a#6 polymer.
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Figure 6.6 Retardation of alignment in thin films due to substrate interaction. Inversion
wall loops are shown in a sample of TQTIO-M after long aHgnment times. The
horizontal featureless regions, at the top and the bottom of the figure, are thinner
regions which are still completely ahgned along the pre-shear direction. The regions
containing inversion walls are thicker and have aligned along the magnetic field.

,
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Because of the mhomogeneous thickness of the
TQTIO-M polymer sample, the
of the surface on reorientation kinetics
IS

may be

aligned along the field direction, whereas

still

ahgned along the pre-shear

observed. In the thicker regions, the director

m the thinnest regions (~ lOOnm), the director is

The

direction.

effect

films

were thin enough

so that the

orientation direction could easily be discerned
by observing the orientation of the
birefi-ingence using a quarter

To model the

wave

plate.

we

effect of the surface,

recognize that

if

the surface orientation,

())„,

lags behind the bulk orientation, a twist distortion through
the film results. This twist
distortion applies a torque which opposes the torque due
to the applied field.
will

As

The

distortion

be localHzed at the surface within approximately the twist
characteristic length.

in equation 6.4, de

thick film.

He

G((J)„)

Gennes [1974] has calculated the structure

[1

-

l/ri+tan2(<},y2))]

For a thin film the energy

where L

is

boundary wall

in a

also calculated the energy per imit area of such a boundary wall:

= 2k/^

G(\,<\>o)

of a

is

(6.5)

.

easily calculated to be:

= 2k/^ [l/(l+exp(-2L/^)tan2((i)y2))

the film thickness. If

L

»

-

l/(l+tan2((t)y2))]

(6.6)

.

this equation reduces to equation 6.5.

During steady state reorientation

of a thin film the viscous torque/unit area balances

the magnetic and elastic torque/unit area.

Tv +

= 0

(6.7)

.

The subsequent development

follows that of bulk samples [Wise et

appropriate modification for surface

T^ =

(5(y)A +

= [A +

where

Yi

d(|)/dt

d(t)/d(t)o

dy

effects.

al.,

1975] with

The viscous torque/imit area

is

(6.8)

,

dyj d(t)ydt

A is a surface viscosity and Yi is the bulk rotational viscosity.

elastic torque/unit area can be

The magnetic and

found by differentiating the magnetic and elastic energy with

respect to the surface orientation. To simpUfy the calculation of a characteristic

.
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reorientation time,

I

consider the case where ^„

is

small. This assinnption should not affect

the time constant in any way. The torques
become:

Ty = [A +

T^
The

= k/^

-

^Yi

^Yiexp(-L/^)] di^^dt

-exp(-2L/^)]

(i)o[l

resulting solution for

4>o

=

T

.

,

(g^Q)

^2y^exp(-IV^))

+ ^2Y,)/k

and

(6 9)

is:

the time constant.If L

x is

where

<t>o'exp[-t/T]

(^ + ^\.

=

'Z

where

=

(j),,

;

/

»

fk(l-exp(-2IV^)))

then

= A/(kX3H2)V2 +

Xb are the surface

=

and bulk time constants.

+ Tb
Xfe

is

(6.11)

,

the time constant with no

surface present. Note that the surface term weakly depends on
the elastic constant.

Although both terms are affected by magnetic

field strength,

the bulk term

is

much more

strongly affected, being proportional to l/H^.

The

relative values of the two time constants

We might expect A to be on the order of the
viscosity coefficient, y^, has

Moore and Stupp [1987]
for a
Xg

monodomain

~ SOOsec

and

Isec.

surface energy,
for a

estimated from typical values.

i.e.

lOdynes-sec/cm. The

polydomain sample of a similar polymer by

be -lO^P, while Zheng-Min and Kleman [1984] have measured

be lO^P.

to

%~

to

been measured

may be

When H=105G, k

Therefore

we

it

~ lO'^dynes, and Xa ~ 10'^ emucgs/g;

expect our films to be strongly influenced by surface

effects.

For thin
X

When L

films,

= ^2A/2kL +

<

^,

the

first

where L

Xs/2

+

Xb/2

«
+...

^,

x

can be calculated by expanding the exponentials:

= Ay(2XaH2L) + xJ2 + z^2

term dominates, and the time constant

(6.12)

+....

for reorientation is inversely

proportional to the film thickness. This development then explains

why we do

not observe

reorientation in the thinnest regions of our films, where the time constant gets exceedingly
long.
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6.2.2.3 Twist inversion walls near
the substrate surface

In the previous discussion,

We have

seen that

it

may depend

thicker films (when 1»4;

1

we have

on both the surface and the bulk time
constants. In

- l.2^ni), however, most of the film
reorients before the boundary

layer. This reorientation is
governed

We have

considered the reorientation of the
surface,

observed twist walls

by the bulk time constant.

m films which may be - 2^m thick and have been

reoriented for l.Shrs in 13.7T magnetic

field.

Figure 6.7(a) shows optical micrographs

focused on the free surface and on the
substrate surface of the same area.

Some mversion

walls are clearly seen in both settings.
Other inversion walls, which are cleariy seen only

when

focused on the substrate surface, are blurry

when

focused on the

ft-ee

surface.

These

walls are interpreted as a twist walls shown in
figure 6.7(b).

6.2.2.4 Inversion walls in extensional flow oriented
samples

Complete inversion walls have also been observed
samples as shown in figure

from the wall

fits

6.8(a).

Data of the

in extensional flow oriented

director orientation as a function of distance

well with the soliton equation as

shown

in figure 6.8(b).

The analogous

relationship between extensional flow and magnetic field as
derived in chapter
illustrated here.

The

characteristic length in figure 8a

value of lOOP for the rotational viscosity

is

coefficient, gives

1 is

observed to be 290nm. Assuming a

a reasonable value for the

extensional deformation rate of lOsec'l. Inversion walls due to various rates of
extension

have been observed. The characteristic length has varied from 9.5^m

37nm

for a very rapid flow.

6.2.2.5

1.

for a very slow flow to

Future work

Observe the top and bottom of magnetically oriented thin

films. Is the

bottom ahgned

along the field? Compare the wall density between the top and the bottom surface.
2.

Are inversion walls observed

in shear flow?

What is

their structure?

138

substrate

Figure 6.7 Twist inversion wall loops in thicker samples. Circled are three inversion wall
loops which are in focus on the right but are blxirry on the left.
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Figxire 6.8 Inversion walls observed in extensional flow aligned samples. (a)
_

an inversion

wall.

TEM image of

(Continued next page.)
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Figure 6.8 Inversion walls observed in extensional flow aligned samples,
measured from inversion wall in (a).

(b)

Structure

6.3 Disclinations in an orienting field
6.3.1

HRSEM image of disclinations (d»^)
The structure

walls exist

when d

»

of inversion walls

^.

When

was

disctissed in the previous section. Inversion

disclinations exist in such a strong magnetic field, they

appear at the edges of inversion

walls, because of the topological relationship

between

dischnations and inversion walls. As discussed in the introductory chapter, the walls must
either loop or end on surfaces or dischnations of hke topological strength.
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Figure 6.9(a) shows another optical
micrograph of the

was ahgned

for

90 manutes. The dischnation density in

this region is higher: p, ~ 10-4^xn-2;

(d ~ lOO^m). Inversion walls are visible
as the dark Hnes.

exists a disclination.

due
due

to a large splay

to a

OQ5a#6 polymer sample whach

Where the

wall terminates, there

Note that the honzontal sections of the
walls are wider. This

may

constant compared to the bend constant.
Alternatively this effect

sUght shear flow caused by gravity during
ahgnment. (The magnetic

be

may be

field is

vertical).

Figure 6.9(b) shows both ends of a
discHnations.

The abiUty

to

image the

t:

inversion wall which

is

terminated by

;c

I

I

director at such high resolution enables
unique

observation of a disclination at the end of an inversion
wall. Similar images have been

obtained in flow oriented samples [Thomas and Wood,
1985]. The director
disclination

is

field

about such a

not yet theoretically determined.

6.3.2 Structure of the director field about a disclination

The

director field of a disclination in a magnetic field

must

satisfy the differential

equation given in equation 1.19:
V2(})

+ 1/2^2

sin2(j)

The

difficulty is that the

wall

is

=

0.

(6.13)

equation must now be solved in two dimensions. (The inversion

only a one dimensional solution.)

I

have, however, calculated the structure very near

the dischnation using a perturbation expansion. The director

where

(j)^

is

the zero field solution, and

\|/

is

field

becomes:

a small perturbation. Because

(b

=

<|)°

=

+

0,

and y

is

small, the differential equation becomes:

= -1/2^2

For an isolated
9.

If

y=

sin2())0

±7C disclination,

R(r)©(0), then

40 + 320/392 =

R

=

(6.14)

.

r^,

(j)^

= ±0/2. Therefore the right hand side

and 6

-±1/2^2 sin9

is

only a function of

satisfies the following differential equation:

.

(6.15)
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Figtire 6.9 Disclinations at the

HRSEM image.

end of an inversion

wall, (a) Optical microscope image,

(b)
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The perturbed

director field about a k discHnation

= Q/2
This expression

-

is

1/6 (r/^)2 sine

vaHd when

isolated discHnation,

i.e.

«

^

r

is

therefore:

,c
icn
(6.16)

.

«^

Although

d, it is also

vahd when

discHnation on the director field (equation 5.7)
future core structure measurements,

it

this expression is derived this
considering

is

^

»

added

d.

to that

would be interesting

quenched during magnetic or flow aHgnment, and

it

The

effect of the

due

to the

neighboring

appHed

field.

to observe the core in a

would be useful

to

an

In

sample

examine any

deviations from the structure predicted in this section.

6.3.3 Interaction of disclinations

The appHed
their interactions.

wall having the

discHnations

is

field

not only changes the structure of a discHnation, but

When

same

^

«

d,

no longer logarithmic, but

between the two discHnations. Because
is

also changes

discHnations of opposite sign are connected by an inversion

topological strength, e.g.

the force on a discHnation

it

it is

I

tc

I

.

The

interaction energy

between

proportional to the area of inversion wall

this area is proportional to discHnation separation,

independent of discHnation separation. The discHnations

will

be

attracted to one another at a constant velocity [Cladis et ah, 1987]:

V - H/Yi

iXaW^^

(6.17)

.

Eventually the separation decreases until d
increase as

shown

1/d.

The annihilation

«

4,

andthe force on each discHnation

of a discHnation pair as a function of field strength

discHnations

is

field,

we saw

in chapter 4 that though the pairwise interaction of

imderstood, many-body interactions

make

it difficult

asymptotic annihilation rate. In the presence of a sufficiently strong

«

d,

is

in figure 6.10.

In the case of zero

^

will

the annihilation

pair will attract at the

is

to predict the

field,

however, where

easy to predict because only two-body interactions

same

rate.

The discHnation density

will be:

exist.

Each

144

do

H=0

9=^
t

Figure 6.10 Disclination pair interaction affected by a
magnetic
separation, d,

v.

Pd = Pd"f(l- f^s))ds

where p^^

is

field.

DiscHnation

time.

(6

,

the initial dischnation density and

fis) is

the distribution function of discHnation

separation.

6.4 Polygonabzation of disclinations

The

interaction of disclinations in liquid crystals

three types of textures shown in figure 1.11 result
interaction.

melt

is

As described

Each

of the

any

field,

the structure of a nematic

described by a schheren texture, where the discHnations are disordered. The

number

very high
section.

varied and complex.

three distinct types of disclination

in chapter 4, in the absence of

interactions are many-bodied

the

fi:*om

is

and the interaction

force goes as

1/r.

of interactions decreases as the characteristic length

field

When

where only two-body
^

d,

interactions remain

In the presence of a

(£,)

decreases.

was discussed

The

field,

limit of

in the previoxis

dischnation interaction has not been examined vmtil now. This

is

a

preliminary study investigating the interactions of discUnations in extensional flow and

magnetic

field.

More questions remain

especially regarding shear flow.
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6.4.1

Experimental observations

We have commonly observed specific clustering of disclinations
film

TLCP

samples prepared by spreading on phosphoric
add. Figure 6.11(a) shows a

image of melt spread TQTIO-M. The

dischnations shown as a

Lehmann

and the

direction

The ahgnment is nearly complete.

indicated.

cluster;

Lehmann,

TEM

characteristic length of the flow

We define

arrangement. The dipole moment of the cluster

The

in flow oriented thin

the quadrupolar arrangement of

in his 1918 book,

is zero.

is

drew such an

The dischnation separation

is

3.2^

director field of this cluster is antisymmetric about
both the axis containing the positive

dischnations and the axis containing the negative ones.
The dischnations appear to define a

domain boundary within which the

Thomas
so

director

oriented perpendicular to the flow.

is

Wood and

[1986] were the first to observe this clustering. In fact, because the clustering
was

common

place in their samples (figure 6.11(b)), they wondered

if

clusters of dischnations

often define effective domain boundaries. However, the appearance of clusters,
such as the

Lehmann

cluster, is clearly process dependent.

The Lehmann
d ~

^.

To obtain

cluster

is

also

director textxires

common

where d -

in magnetically oriented thin films,

^,

a film of TQTIO-M was

solution in methylene chloride. After the solvent

first cast fi-om dilute

was rapidly evaporated

at

temperature, the film was heated into the nematic state for a few minutes
schlieren texture and then quenched.
at

180C

6.11(c).

for nearly four hours.

Note the Lehmann

The sample was then oriented

A TEM image of a replica

clusters.

different from that observed with no field. Although

Lehmann

room

to

develop a

in 15.2T

of this sample

The quadrupole structure

where

is

magnetic

shown

of dischnations
clusters are not

field

in figure

is

strikingly

commonly

observed in quiescently prepared samples, they are abundant in oriented samples when

d -

^.

To understand the occurrence

a function of field strength.

of the

Lehmann

cluster, its energetics are

examined as
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Figure 6.11 The
sample.

Lehmann

cluster observed

when

£,

~

d.

(a)

Extensional flow oriented
(Continued next page.)

Figure 6.11 The Lehmann cluster observed when ^ sample from Wood [1985].

d.

(b)

Extensional flow oriented
(Continued next page.)
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Figtire 6.11

The Lehmann

cluster observed

when

£,

-

d.

(c)

Magnetically oriented sample.
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6.4.2 Energetic analysis of the

At zero
as described

field,

Lehmann

cluster

the dischnation interaction

m chapter 2.

Each dischnation

is

is

analogous to electrostatics of Hne charges,

attracted radially to the center of the cluster,

but any tangential fluctuation of the disclmation positions
causes the cluster

to

become

unstable. Pair interactions dominate, and the dischnation
annihilation process accelerates.

Figure 6.12 shows the

total energy,

as the position of one dischnation

is

varied.

G, for the zero

field case, of

Each dischnation

in the

the

Lehmann

Lehmann

cluster

cluster is

Figure 6.12 Energy of the Lehmann cluster at H=0 as a function of dischnation position.
Dischnations #2, 3, and 4 are fixed and the total cluster energy varies with the
position of dischnation #1.

I
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attracted radially to the center of the cluster.
Since each disclination feels the

the cluster remains self-similar as

it

same

force,

shrinks uniformly. However, because the
curvature of

the energy

is

negative as the position of a dischnation

the cluster

is

unstable to any tangential fluctuation. This result
explains

is

varied in the tangential direction,

why Lehmann

clusters are not frequently observed in unoriented films
(schlieren texture). At zero

field,

this curvature is

a2G/dxd2 =

•n\i/(4j2:d)

.

This parameter defines the stabihty of the cluster with respect

to tangential fluctuations in

dischnation position. Since the long range distortion energy of a cluster

moment, there may

dipole

the

Lehmann

exist a critical field

is

proportional to

above which the curvature

is

positive

fields,

an analytic expression

for the total energy is not available;

numerical calculations are necessary. As we have mentioned repeatedly, the appHed
orients the director at long range. Therefore

energetics of a cluster of dischnations.

it is

where

r

1/r [sineiSjXj

-

cosGZSjyiJ

The long range

distortion of a cluster (at

+ l/r2[quadrupole terms]

and 0 are polar coordinates and

dominant term

far from the cluster

is

ZSjX^ is the x

due

field

profitable to discuss the long range

be calculated most simply by taking a multipole expansion analogous
=

and

cluster would be stable.

At non-zero

(>

its

component

to its dipole

=

0)

may

to electrostatics.

+

(6.20)

of the dipole

moment. The

H

moment. The

free energy density

becomes:
g = k/2r4 [ISiXj(sine

-

cosB) + i;Siyi(sine + cose)]2

(6.21)

Integrating this from some distance, R, outside the cluster to infinity, the distortional free

energy

is:

G
where

= k7L/8R2

m2

(6.22)

,

m is the dipole moment.

Since the long range distortional energy

the square of the dipole moment,

reduce the dipole

moment

it is

is

easy to understand that the applied

of a cluster of disclinations.

proportional to
field will

tend to
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Figure 6.11(a) clearly shows the
reduction of the long range
d.stort.on of the director
field

due

to the special structure of the

cluster, the director is fully

Lehmann

duster. Outs.de of the circle
enclosing the

ahgned with the flow

direction.

However, at the same radius

about the lone ±^ disclination dipole in the
upper part of the

measurable angle

to the flow direction, the

to the flow IS larger,

To

and

area of material which

this increases the long

test the importance of the idea that

moment of a

figure, the director is at a
is

misaligned with respect

range energy.

an apphed

field

tends to reduce the dipole

cluster of dischnations, the energy of the cluster
is examined for two types
of

tangential fluctuations-those that preserve the zero
dipole

and those that cause the

dipole

moment

to increase.

moment

of the

Lehmann

cluster

These fluctuation modes are shown

figure 6.13fa). Using the finite element method,
the director field and

its

in

energy were

calculated as a fiinction of field strength. Results of the
curvature of the energy for each of

the two

modes

intermediate

weak

fields.

is

shown

fields.

in figure 6.13rb).

The zero

The

dipole fluctuation tends to be suppressed at

dipole fluctuation, however,

Results are also listed in table

6.1,

field.

finite

(k/d)

m

~ X

m

= 0

0.000

-0.56400

-0.55849

0.014
0.141
0.283
0.467

-0.56362

-0.55854

-0.53855

-0.56313

-0.50168
-0.46112

-0.57792
-0.61725

-0.44603

-0.70813

-0.52815
-0.94980

-0.92439
-1.51027

-1.89686

-2.58272

-3.29496

-4.05869

0.707
1.010
1.414
1.768
2.020

element program incorrectly

Consequently, the calculated distortion due

Table 6.1 Finite element calculations of the curvature of the
function of field strength and fluctuation mode.

H ([k/x3]^2/d)

always enhanced even for very

Unfortunately, these results are only

quahtatively correct. The Hnear interpolation used in the
calculates the Laplacian of the director

is

total cluster

energy as a
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Modes

Fluctuation

dipole ~ X

zero dipole

0

dipole ~ X

7C/(472)

3 0/3x2
(k/d)

H

zero dipole

I

0

r

r

0.4

r

I

0.8

1

i

1.2

^

r
1.5

"
i

r"

2

"i

2.4

Figure 6.13 Stability of the Lehmann cluster to fluctuations in disclination postion.
Dipole and zero-dipole modes of fluctuation, (b) Finite element results of
a^G/axd^ V. H.

(a)
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to

magnetic

field is too large

near the discHnation

for the curvature should not be
effected

cores.

The general trend

by this scahng. Tl^erefore

it is

the magnetic field suppresses fluctuations
which increase the dipole
zero dipole fluctuations.
fields, fluctuation

The

dipole fluctuations are supressed

of the two curves

safe to conclude that

moment and promotes

more strongly

until, at

higher

induced symmetry breaking occurs.

After the symmetry breaks (at high

fields),

inversion walls began to form between
the

dischnations as shown in figure 14. Both the
symmetric and the asymmetric structures have
a two-fold axis at the origin, but the symmetric
structure

the X and y axes.

The

is also anti

symmetric about both

transition to the asymmetric structure at large
field

is

similar to the

Freedericksz transition famihar in Hquid crystals.

An

order parameter that

is

director at the center of the cluster,

useful to describe this transition

We

())„.

is

the orientation of the

define the deviation ft-om the symmetrical phase

as:

Tl

where
to 1

<^^

= 2<\>Jn
= n/2-

when d

»

<^^.

^.

(g 23)

This order parameter

of the critical field

field infinitesimally greater

than the

Euler-Lagrange differential equation

between the two positive
is

The

may be

it

then grows

calculated by considering the cluster at a

critical field.

(6.14).

disclinations.

zero below the critical

critical field.

zero until the symmetry breaks;

Figure 6.14 shows the cluster at an intermediate order parameter.

The strength

which

is

field, is

The

director field again

Consider the director

The curvature

field

must

satisfy the

on the y axis

of the director in the x direction,

expected to be neghgible infinitesimally above the

director along the y axis can then be described as [Stephen

and

Straley,

1974]:

<^{0,y)

4g is defined

=

70^2

-

(t)^cos(y/^3)

by the discHnation

(26)

.

positions:

£,g

= 2yi/n = 0.45d, where

d,

as before,

is

the

distance between opposite signed dischnations. Alternatively, d„ = 2.22^. Note that the
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Figure 6.14 The Lehmann cluster at field strengths where the
symmetiy has broken. The
order parameter angle, 0^, is shown. Inversion walls are
beginning to form: one
between the top and the right dischnation; the other between the bottom
and
the

left

disclination.

numerical calculations are in accord with this

result.

the applied field approaches the symmetry breaking

The above

is

The curvature
field,

Hg = 2.22

of the energy dives as

dfk/Xg)^^

true for exactly symmetric disclination positions. Fluctuations in the

disclination positions, however, will

make

the transition be

first

instead of second order.

fluctuations of dischnation position induce asymmetric fluctuations in the director

Measurement

The

field.

of the characteristic length for distortions in flow allows further

characterization of the

Lehmann

and magnetic alignment
disclination separation

cluster.

cases, to occur

is

The Lehmann

when

generally smaller in

cluster is observed in both the flow

the dischnation separation

Lehmann

is

0.7

-

3.2

^.

The

clusters observed in magnetically
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aUgned samples. The maximum

disclination separation observed
is

where the dischnations are at 3.2^ (and the

director field

is

shown

symmetrical). According to the

argument above, the maximum separation should be
2.22^ At greater
director field

is

presumed

to

observation of a symmetric

break

its

Lehamnn

in figure 6.11(a)

separations, the

symmetry. Some suggestions explaining the
cluster having larger discUnation separation
are

discussed next.

6.4.3 Additional effects

In magnetic alignment, the field strength

by Cladis

et al. [1987] indicate that as a disclination

material with

it.

If the

deformation rate

cluster would be further stabiHzed.

behave
to also

uniform. However, in flow, experiments

is

is

rapidly,

it

drags surrounding

reduced near the discHnation, the Lehmann

Not only are the

like particles, but the interactions

moves

individual dischnations expected to

between dischnations

have particle character. Both of these

will

cause the whole cluster

effects will reduce the deformation rate

and

stabihze the cluster at higher field strengths.

An

additional effect

dependence as depicted

is

elastic anisotropy. Elastic anisotropy introduces orientational

in figure 6.15.

Both

in this

[1985] (using TQTIO-H), the orientation of the
elastic anisotropy is

work (using TQTIO-M) and

Lehmann

Figure 6.15 Orientation of the

Wood's

cluster consistent with positive

almost exclusively observed. The value of e

£ < 0

in

for

TQTIO-H, however, has

£ > 0
Lehmann

cluster as a function of elastic anisotropy.
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been n^easured :n the previous chapter

to be -0.13.

notmg that the dxschnat.on separation

of the observed

nanoxneters.

When

At

th.s distance, the

TMs .ncons.stancy may be resolved by
Lehnxann clusters

is

a few hundred

apparent elastic amsotropy was
found

to

be positive.

the dischnation cores overlap, the
apparent elastic amsotropy of the cores

determine the most favorable onentataon of
the

cluster.

Dxschnat.on interaction

expected to vary with separation. Additionally,
the core of the dischnation
the nature and the strength of the applied

may
.s

therefore

may vary with

field.

Elastic anisotropy should also stabihze
the cluster because

it is

expected that the

largest of the elastic constants will determine
the critical field for symmetry
breaking.

In this chapter,

it is

shown that the Lehmann

cluster

dimensions in the presence of extensional flow (or
magnetic
seen

if

is

very prominent in two

However,

field).

it

remains

to

be

such phenomena would exist in either shear flow
or in three dimensions. First

consider three dimensions.

The Lehmann

cluster in three dimensions corresponds to the
simplest zero dipole

structure-two circular disdination loops parallel

hne

direction. (A cross section of this

Lehmann

to

each other but with opposite sense

cluster

the

is

expect that such a cluster should be stabihzed in magnetic

Because shear flow involves molecular

same way as a magnetic
produce two

effects:

field.

one which

As described
is

rotation,

it

Lehmann

does not align the director in the

1,

shear flow

completely analogous

to

magnetic

is

I

fields or extensional flow.

in chapter

tends to rotate the director. The aUgnment effect

cluster in 2D.)

to the

global,

may

fields

simultaneously

and another which

whereas the rotation

effect is a

result of local rotation. These two effects in competition are just the ingredients for
disclination creation. This explains the motivation for the observed production of

discUnations in shear flow [Mackley, 1987]. If the ahgnment effect
rotation, the

Lehmann

cluster

may

is

strong compared to the

be stabihzed in shear as well as extensional flow.

CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY

This work includes unique advancement

in the

understanding of disclination

interaction in nematic hquid crystals in
general. Although the physics of
nematic materials

has been well studied

Throughout the text

I

for decades,

it

remains a subject with great potential

for fruitful work.

have included sections proposing future
work. The interaction of

disclinations in the presence of an applied
field which tends to align the
director has not been

studied before. At intermediate field strengths,
where the characteristic length for
distortions

is

approximately equal to the disclination separation,
pairwise interaction no

longer dominates, but clusters of disclinations
are observed to form. Borrowing from
the

analogy to electrostatics, a cluster of disclinations

moment. The applied
increase the dipole

field

may be

characterized by

its

dipole

suppresses fiuctuations of the disclination positions which

moment of a cluster

while enhancing those that preserve zero dipole. The

applied field tends to minimize the long range distortional
energy which

is

proportional to

the square of the dipole moment. As a result, quadrupolar
(Lehmann) clusters of
disclinations are

commonly observed

in either magnetically or extensionally flow aligned

samples.

The prominence

of the

Lehmann

cluster has in this

dimensional samples. The existence of a Lehmann cluster

examined. In this case, the Lehmann cluster would

work been well established

in

two

dimensions has yet

to

be

in three

exist as

two parallel but oppositely

sensed disclination loops.

Even

in the

absence of an applied

interaction are not understood.

field,

The pairwise

understood for more than a decade, and

I

complexities of many-bodied disclination

interaction of disclinations has been well

have used

this basic

understanding

to

numerically

simulate the annealing process. The calculated asymptotic time dependence for disclination
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anmhilaUon agrees favorably w,th recent
experimental
simulation, which needs to be better
exploited,

is

Us

An advantage

studies.

of the

ability to calculate the interdiscHnat,on

structure.

The high

resolution of the lamellar decoration
technique to image thermotropc

crystalUne polymers

The

structure.

core size

is

also allows a unique investigation
of dischnation core

results of this part of the

work are

specific to

on the order of the molecular length, and

architecture.
flexible

fTLCP s)

A ngid

its

An

polymer hquid

of a

different

TLCP. The

The

k dischnation, while a semi-

excess of chain ends aggregates at the
core of tc

disclinations in the ngid material. Hairpins are
not expected to be

the semi-flexible

crystals.

structure depends upon polymer

polymer splays more within the core

polymer bends more.

hqmd

core structure of

- ;c

dischnations

is

abundant

in the core of

expected to be quite

Interesting experiments are possible with blending
miscible or immiscible

components

to see if segregation occurs at the dischnation
core.

The utihty

of the lamellar decoration technique has also been
greatly extended by

using an etch technique to image the director in sections of a bulk
sample. This technique

has been used

to

image the director

field of

magnetically ahgned films. The resultant

director field texture has been characterized not only by the disclination
density but also the

characteristic length for distortion and the inversion wall density. All of these
parameters

may be measured

via microscopy.

morphology of flowing hquid

The main emphasis

The

etch technique also opens the door to investigate the

crystal polymers if samples

of the thesis

was

to

may be quenched

rapidly enough.

understand nematic liquid crystal and

nematic liquid crystal polymer physics from microscopic observation. The semi-crystalline

phase having the lamellar decoration morphology was used as a
in the precursor nematic.

More

traditional microscopy of the

general has also been started. The morphology

primary crystal nucleation and

where the

crystal

growth

is

tool to

observe the director

TLCP crystal morphology in

observed to depend upon the relative

rates.

The lamellar decoration morphology,

crystalline lamellae are everywhere perpendicular to the director of the precursor
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nematic,

TLCP s,

is

favored by rapid nucleat.on and slow
growth. This morphology

is

unique

to

but other morpholog.es are possible.
Spherulites have also been grown from
the

nematac melt. Their growth

is

favored by slow nucleation and rapid
growth. Further

characterization of the factors leading to spherulitic
growth

is

planned.
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